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Public Empowerment Policies
The project Public Empowerment Policies for Crisis Management (PEP, 2012–2014)
identifies best practices in a community approach to crisis resilience, and gives directions
for future research and implementation, including the use of social media and mobile
services, to further community resilience as a co-production of response organizations
and citizens.
The project Public Empowerment Policies for Crisis Management (PEP) is a cooperation
of several teams of researchers from January 2012 to December 2014. This EU-funded
project is coordinated by the University of Jyväskylä and based on extensive ground
work by research teams from:
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t(MPCBM3JTL'PSVN 4XJU[FSMBOE
t*ODPOOFDU UIF/FUIFSMBOET
t5IF&NFSHFODZ4FSWJDFT$PMMFHF 'JOMBOE
t5IF6OJWFSTJUZPG+ZWÊTLZMÊ 'JOMBOE
(consortium coordinator prof.dr. Marita Vos).
Public Empowerment Policies enhance crisis management as a coproduction of response
organizations and citizens. The project will identify best practices in the community
approach to crisis resilience and give directions for future research and implementation,
including the use of social media and mobile services, to further citizen response. The
input of the experts in the field of crisis management and communication is a key
element in pursuing the goals of this project.
The materials can freely be used by crisis response organisations, with citation. Feedback
by users and researchers is highly appreciated.
The research project Public Empowerment Policies for Crisis
Management leading to these results has been funded as part of the
European Community’s Seventh Framework Program (FP7/2012–2015)
under grant agreement n° 284927.
www.projectPEP.eu
crisiscommunication@jyu.fi
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Abstract
*OUIJTSFQPSU XFQSFTFOUUIFmOBMSFTVMUTPGPVSTUVEZPOFYQFSJFODFTBOESFRVJSFNFOUT
for a community approach involving social groups in crisis preparedness and response.
*ODMVEFEBSFUIFWJFXTPGSFQSFTFOUBUJWFTPGMPDBMBVUIPSJUJFT WPMVOUBSZPSHBOJ[BUJPOT
and the general public on risk and crisis management and public empowerment. First,
the background and aim of the study are introduced, followed by a summary of the
QSFWJPVTSFTFBSDI/FYU UIFNFUIPETBOEQSPDFEVSFTFNQMPZFEJOUIFJOUFSWJFXTUVEJFT
are described, along with ethical considerations. We then report and analyze the
research findings as well future research possibilities.
The main results of this study indicate specific areas of importance for the
understanding and development of community approaches that include social groups
in crisis preparedness and response. These areas are: Collaboration, Formal and informal
QSBDUJDFT (FOFSBMBCJMJUZBOETQFDJmDDPNQFUFODF %ZOBNJDTCFUXFFODPMMFDUJWF
efforts and individual self-help, Aspects of education and empowerment, Traditional
DPNNVOJDBUJPOWFSTVTEJHJUBMNFEJB *OEJWJEVBMJOWPMWFNFOU BOE"HFBOEHFOFSBUJPO
A general observation is also that the scope and depth of collaboration between public
and municipal emergency actors and voluntary organizations differ widely depending
on population density and the size and geographical characteristics of the local
community. These factors seem to have most impact on how formal the collaboration
between the professional and voluntary organizations is and on issues related to
resources of different kinds.
We have previously reported on a study of the academic literature on community
approaches involving the public in crisis management.

1. Introduction
The objective of this work package (WP2) is to clarify in depth how community
approaches involving social groups in crisis preparedness and response are used,
including experiences and success factors, i.e. how to connect with community needs.
*OUIJTQSPKFDU DPNNVOJUZBQQSPBDIFTSFGFSTUPXBZTJOXIJDIDJUJ[FOTBOEHSPVQT
might be included in the management of crises and thus facilitate more effective
crisis management (see desk study D2.2. for definitions). Thus, community approaches
attempt to engage the full capacity of the private and non-profit sectors, including
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businesses, voluntary organizations, and the general public.
*OQSFWJPVTSJTLSFTFBSDI UIFIFUFSPHFOFJUZPGUIFHFOFSBMQVCMJD XJUISFTQFDUUP
how different people perceive and respond to risks and crises, has been pinpointed.
1PTJUJPOBMGBDUPSTTVDIBTBHFBOEHFOEFS TFFFH0MPGTTPO3BTIJE0MPGTTPO
½INBO;JOO1JFSDF BOETJUVBUJPOBMGBDUPSTTVDIBTFEVDBUJPO QMBDF
PGSFTJEFODFBOEIBWJOHDIJMESFO TFFFH4MPWJD-JOEFMM1FSSZ8BMM
forthcoming), in particular, have been studied. However, few studies have yet sought
to clarify in depth how community approaches can enhance public empowerment as
well as crisis management. Hence this study explores individual experiences and success
factors that can be incorporated in a description of how to connect with community
needs and how to activate and utilize efforts within the community.
The study aims to deepen understanding of how crisis management and communication
can be coproduced by building trust and creating partnership-like relations between
UIFQVCMJDBOEPUIFSTUBLFIPMEFST*UGPDVTFTPOUIFJOUFSGBDFCFUXFFOCPUUPNVQ
approaches, starting from the engaged public, and the top-down approaches of
USBEJUJPOBMFNFSHFODZBOEDSJTJTNBOBHFNFOUQSPGFTTJPOBMT*UFYQMPSFTUIFSPMFPGMPDBM
communities in crisis preparedness and response, and ways of involving citizens in this
UBTL*UBTLTRVFTUJPOTBCPVUIPXFOBCMFSTBSFVUJMJTFEGPSFEVDBUJWFQVSQPTFTJOUIF
preparedness phase, as well as for support and organization in the response phase.
The work package has a novel design, since it takes four stakeholder perspectives into
consideration. This is reflected in the selection of informants and in the presentation
of the results. The perspectives are those of municipal safety coordinators (or those in a
similar role), members of voluntary organizations, semi-organized individuals, and nonorganized individuals.

1.1 Background
The Swedish crisis management policy context
The Swedish crisis management policy context is particularly suited for this type of study
since national regulations stress individual responsibility for preparing and handling
DSJTFT*OPSEFSUPHBJOBNPSFDPNQMFUFQJDUVSFPGUIFQSFTFOUTUVEZ UIFGPMMPXJOH
section provides some essential information on the Swedish policy context.
"DDPSEJOHUPUIF(PWFSONFOUCJMM Q POTPDJFUBMTBGFUZBOE
preparedness, the Swedish system for crisis management is built on the principles of
responsibility, similarity, and proximity. The principle of responsibility states that those
who are responsible for an activity during normal conditions are also responsible
during an extraordinary event (e.g. health, education, geriatric care, and so on). The
principle of similarity states that an activity, as far as possible, should be performed
the same way whether during an extraordinary event or during normal conditions.
The principle of proximity, finally, states that a crisis ought to be managed where it
occurs and by the nearest affected and responsible individuals or organizations. Thus,
primary responsibility for managing a specific crisis is decidedly within the affected local
community or municipality.
The Act (2006:544) on municipal and county council action before and during
extraordinary events during peacetime and times of heightened readiness, states that
local and county councils shall reduce vulnerabilities and cultivate sufficient capacity
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for handling such events. As local and county council resources are often very limited,
the Act provides a good foundation for engaging the general public and the voluntary
sector in order to coproduce safety and security.
The Act (2003:778) on protection against accidents, states that individuals are primarily
responsible for protecting their own life and property. As an individual citizen, one is
expected to be aware of, and prepare for, the fact that accidents and crises can occur
and affect one’s everyday routines. Additionally, citizens are expected to be aware that
societal resources during extraordinary events must primarily be directed to groups
incapable of looking after of themselves. Finally, citizens are supposed to provide for
their basic needs regarding water, food and shelter, during the initial first phase of a
crisis.

2. Aim
The overall goal of this study was to capture the views and experiences of societal actors
from several perspectives. The focus is on local communities and their role in involving
citizens, as well as the level and orientation of citizen involvement and initiatives. The
aim is to explore the interface between local authorities and voluntary initiatives where
UIFFOHBHFEQVCMJDNJHIUCFBCMFUPTVQQPSUQSPGFTTJPOBMBDUPST*OPUIFSXPSET UIF
study is about mapping the state of collaboration between professional actors, local
authorities and the organized voluntary and non-organized public, paying attention to
good examples in coproducing safety.

3. Previous research
A literature review was conducted with the aim of summarizing the research on
community approaches involving the public in crisis management, and the coproduction of response organizations and citizens in enhancing community resilience
(see desk study D2.2). Two rounds of database search for the relevant literature were
carried out: one focused on crisis communication in different communities, and the
other on different kinds of collaboration in crisis and disaster management. Some of the
main findings are presented below.
Perception, assessment and knowledge of risks and crises in communities are influenced
by the individual’s relationship with the physical and social environment (Brunsman,
0WFSGFMU1JDPV 3VSBMBOEVSCBOSFTJEFOUTFWBMVBUFDSJTJTQMBOTEJGGFSFOUMZ BOE
will follow action guidelines during a crisis situation differently.
Accordingly, in the preparation phase, before an emergency situation, crisis or disaster
has occurred, it is important to map the different perceptions and opinions present in
communities and social groups, in order to be prepared to adapt crisis communication
to diverse stakeholders in the event of a crisis when immediate information is needed
to avoid severe damage or harm and allow protection (Heath & O’Hair 2009). Values
relating to personal responsibility and community involvement need to be included in
mitigation strategies.
The literature does not go very deep into the mapping of different types of
communities or social groups and their preferences concerning spokespersons or
message content, which is why this could be further investigated in order to meet
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the goal of enhancing community resilience. For example, rural residents might need
information not only on their own safety but also that of their livestock, which is of
important economic and personal value to them.
/FXSFTJEFOUTNJHIUOPUCFBXBSFPGTQFDJBMDPOEJUJPOTJOUIFBSFB XBSOJOHTZTUFNT
and emergency procedures. For example, the risk of natural disasters, such as volcanic
eruptions, earthquakes, hurricanes and flooding, or information and procedures in case
of an emergency, such as where recommended shelters are situated.
Minority communities (such as racial and ethnic communities) are more vulnerable
during crises, and display lower trust in authorities and officials (Brunsman, Overfelt
1JDPV0MPGTTPOC %JTUSVTUXBTGPVOEUPCFBTJHOJmDBOUCBSSJFSUPUIF
acceptance of risk communication messages. Thus it has been recommended to make
more use of existing organizations, such as churches, for communication and education.
Local partnerships are valuable.
Some authors in the reviewed literature emphasized that the focus should be on people
and what people can do, instead of what risks and hazards they might face (Burns
& Slovic 2012). A major part of the literature stresses the importance of using preexisting or established networks (i.e. families, workplaces, associations, organizations,
DPOHSFHBUJPOT FUD XIFOSFBDIJOHPVUUPQFPQMF '&."-ØQF[.BSSFSP
Tschakert 2011). People prefer to participate in collective efforts through the groups
and institutions in which they normally participate, rather than through forms of
DPMMBCPSBUJPODSFBUFETQFDJmDBMMZGPSDSJTJTBOEEJTBTUFSNBOBHFNFOU /3$
Chandra et al. 2010). Thus, collaboration between different actors should occur prior
to an actual event, and the matter of collaboration does not have to focus on crises or
disasters per se (Schoch-Spana et al. 2007).
Many of the existing organizations, groups and networks based on collective needs and
interests could be accentuated as potential actors in crisis and disaster preparedness
and response. People and networks within specific interest groups or professions with
no previous connection to crisis management could be in possession of skills or material
resources vitally of value in crisis and disaster preparedness and response (Aguirre 2006).
As stated in the reviewed literature, ethnicity, gender and social and economic
circumstances are but just a few of the causes of discrimination in many crisis and
disaster management efforts. Through capacity building and inclusive voluntary
community work, processes of empowerment can be triggered. The result is an
enhanced sense of community and more opportunities for co-production (Brennan
 
*NQPSUBOUQBSUOFSTIJQTDBOCFGPSNFEBNPOHHSPVQTUIBUJOUFSBDUXJUIBHJWFO
population on a daily basis: Scout troops, sports clubs, home-school organizations
and faith-based and disability communities are examples of networks within which
relationships can be built (FEMA 2011). Thus, all members of the community should
be part of the emergency management team, including social and community service
groups and institutions, faith-based and disability groups, academia, professional
BTTPDJBUJPOT BOEUIFQSJWBUFBOEOPOQSPmUTFDUPST*EFOUJGZJOHUIFDSJUJDBMQPJOUTPG
contact for all constituencies in the community makes communication and outreach
NPTUFGGFDUJWF /3$ 
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4. Methods and procedures employed in the interview study
4.1 Strategy for locating informants
"TDBOCFOPUFEVOEFSUIFBDUTDJUFEBCPWF  UIFQPTTJCJMJUJFTGPSUIF
general public to engage in societal crisis management is manifold. You could engage in
direct efforts alongside professional actors, or you could, so to speak, cope by yourself
in order to free resources for those who are more severely affected. You might be able
to make a contribution as an individual, or you might be part of an organized resource
group. You might be a crucial resource during an event because of your skills and
competences, or because of your material means, or simply because you are the extra
hands and feet that are so badly needed. However, what is stated in governmental
policy guidelines as to preferred ways of functioning are often a viable starting point
for the investigation and problematization of actual practices.
*OUIJTTUVEZ PVSTQFDJmDJOUFSFTUJTJOJOWPMWFNFOUPGBOEJOJUJBUJWFTTQSJOHJOHGSPN
the civil sector. Our focus is the interface between the bottom-up approaches starting
from the engaged public and the traditional top-down approaches of emergency and
crisis management professionals. A basic criterion for locating informants engaged in
collaboration with local authorities and professionals was that they needed to belong
to some form of basic organization of voluntary forces, because, as is often the case,
local authorities and municipalities do not usually collaborate with engaged individuals,
but with voluntary organizations. However, non-organized informants were also
included in order to provide important input on aspects of motivation and potential
involvement.
4.1.1 Definition of informants
*OPSEFSUPNBLFDFSUBJOUIBUBNVMUJUVEFPGQFSTQFDUJWFTXPVMECFUBLFOJOUP
consideration, informants were defined according to four categories. The first three
categories were formulated on the basis of theoretical knowledge gained through the
literature review (Deliverable 2.2). When analysing the data gathered from the first
round of interviews, we recognized the need for an additional perspective in order
to achieve a comprehensive understanding of the challenges and possibilities within
the particular field of study. Accordingly, a second round of interviews was carried out
following the same strategy as the first. The additional perspective was that of the
non-organized citizen. Hence the four categories of informants were operationalized as
follows:
t
t
t
t

3FQSFTFOUBUJWFTBUUIFMPDBMDPNNVOJUZPSNVOJDJQBMJUZMFWFM TBGFUZDPPSEJOBUPS
or similar posts in the municipality)
.FNCFSTPGWPMVOUBSZPSHBOJ[BUJPOT EFBMJOHXJUICBTJDGPSNTPGTPDJFUBMDSJTJT
management)
4FNJPSHBOJ[FEJOEJWJEVBMT FOHBHFEJOOPOUSBEJUJPOBMGPSNTPGPSHBOJ[BUJPO 
e.g. networks etc.)
/POPSHBOJ[FEJOEJWJEVBMT JOEJWJEVBMTXJUIOPLOPXOJOWPMWFNFOUJOPSHBOJ[FE
crisis management)

By means of the first category, we wanted to clarify the scope and depth of formal
and informal collaboration between local community authorities and private, public
BOEDJWJMPSHBOJ[BUJPOT*OBEEJUJPO XFXBOUFEUPJOWFTUJHBUFUIFXBZTJOXIJDIMPDBM
community authorities attend to grass root initiatives, and how such initiatives are
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included in the municipal emergency plan.
With the second and third categories, we wanted to clarify the scope and depth of
formal and informal collaboration between civil society/voluntary organizations and
actors from the public and private sectors, i.e. the civil society perspective on how local
community authorities attend to grass root initiatives. The organizations and individuals
selected for this study are those dealing primarily with societal crisis preparedness
and response, i.e. they have an explicit mission to educate its members in issues and
practices of societal safety and crisis preparedness and response. However, there are
also organizations that could be characterized as “interest-focused”, meaning that
they might comprise valuable material or human resources in situations of extreme
events, but have no specific task in crisis preparedness and response. Examples of the
latter could include working dog associations and boat-owner associations or motorsport clubs. Collaboration between local community authorities and “interest-focused”
groups were explored in conversations with the second category of informants. Through
the second and third categories we were able to gain understanding of the perspectives
of individuals engaged and organized in voluntary organizations. Through these
categories, we were also able to explore connections between individual involvement
in civil society/voluntary organizations and the informal “fourth sector”, which is
constituted by the close relations and networks of friends and family (Wijkström &
Lundström 2002:7).
Through the fourth category we were able to explore the thinking of individuals
XJUIOPLOPXOPSHBOJ[FEJOWPMWFNFOUJOTPDJFUBMDSJTJTNBOBHFNFOU/POPSHBOJ[FE
individuals provided useful input as a contrast to members of traditional organizations.
Some important aspects explored in the interviews with non-organized individuals
included their understanding of risk and motivational factors, along with their views on
their potential involvement in societal crisis management.
4.1.2 Procedure and selection of informants
*OPSEFSUPPCUBJONBYJNVNWBSJBUJPOJOPVSJOGPSNBOUTWJFXTBOEFYQFSJFODFT 
participants were recruited from three regions in Sweden, all of them with specific
demographic and geographic challenges that can be considered to represent not only
4XFEFOBOEUIF/PSEJDDPVOUSJFT CVUBMTPTJNJMBSSFHJPOTUISPVHIPVU&VSPQF
t
t

t
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5IFNPTUTPVUIFSOQBSUPG4XFEFOJTJOQBSUEFOTFMZQPQVMBUFEBOEWVMOFSBCMF
due to its flat topography and relative inexperience of extreme winter
conditions.
5IF4UPDLIPMNBSFBJTWFSZEFOTFMZQPQVMBUFE%VFUPJUTDFOUSBMQPTJUJPO JO
terms of influence on the rest of the country), collaboration between societal
actors in this region is somewhat more “professionalized” compared to that
in the other regions.
5IFNJE4XFEFOBSFB TPVUIFSO/PSSMBOE JTTQBSTFMZQPQVMBUFE*UJT 

characterized by a mountainous terrain and an inland climate. Due to
extreme climatic conditions, especially during the winter, the inhabitants
are relatively experienced in the taking of weather-related precautions.
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4.1.3 Contacting informants
Safety coordinators working in municipalities in the three regions were contacted and
asked if they were interested in participating in an interview study concerning civil
involvement in societal crisis management. After the initial telephone call, they all
received an e-mail containing the following items:
t
t
t

$PNQMFUFDPOUBDUJOGPSNBUJPOPGUIFJOUFSWJFXFSBOEUIFQSPKFDUDPPSEJOBUPS
"OJOGPSNBUJPOTIFFUBCPVUUIFTUVEZ CBTFEPOJOGPSNFEDPOTFOU
"OBSUJDMFBCPVUUIFTUVEZQVCMJTIFEJOUIF.*6/NBHB[JOF3FTFBSDIGPSB#FUUFS
World.1

3FQSFTFOUBUJWFTPGWPMVOUBSZPSHBOJ[BUJPOTEFBMJOHXJUITPDJFUBMDSJTJTQSFQBSFEOFTT
and response, i.e. the Civil Defence League2 and the Women’s Voluntary Defence
Organization3 , were also contacted and asked to circulate our inquiry in their
networks. After the initial contact, they received the same information on the study as
EFTDSJCFEBCPWF(SBEVBMMZ NFNCFSTPGEJGGFSFOUSFHJPOBMBOEMPDBMTFDUJPOTPGUIFTF
organizations contacted the research group and volunteered to participate.
Direct inquiries were made to key individuals dealing with the setting up, education,
BOEUSBJOJOHPGTPDBMMFE7PMVOUBSZ3FTPVSDF(SPVQT4 '3( 5IFTFHSPVQTDPNNJTTJPOFE
by the local municipality, function as a local and regional community resource.
7PMVOUBSZ3FTPVSDF(SPVQTDPNQSJTFPSEJOBSZDJUJ[FOTXIPXBOUUPNBLFBDPOUSJCVUJPO
and support their local community under conditions of limited resources. Hence, they
are summoned during times of crisis and emergencies to perform specific tasks. These
tasks include managing the convergence into the area of spontaneous volunteers,
securing access to food, water and shelter, and assisting professionals by performing
low-skill tasks. Education and training is financed by the Swedish Civil Contingencies
Agency5 (MSB), while practical activities are operated by the local municipality and the
Civil Defence League.
Semi-organized individuals, such as members of Missing People6, SMS lifesavers7, and
7PMVOUBSZ.PVOUBJO3FTDVFST8, were contacted through spokespeople or contact
persons of these networks and organizations. The research ethics procedure followed
the same steps as described above, i.e. the official contact person circulated the inquiry
in the network such that only those who wanted to participate replied to the research
group.
The strategy for locating informants was guided by heterogeneity with the aim of
attaining maximum variation in peoples’ views and experiences. The procedures can
be characterised as a mix of theoretical sampling (Corbin & Strauss 2008), purposive
sampling (Jupp 2006), and snowball sampling strategies (Lewis-Beck et al. 2004). Striving
for efficiency, direct contacts were made (when possible) with members and
_____________________________________________________________________
1

XXXNJVOTFFO3FTFBSDI DMJDLPOUIFNBHB[JOFBOEHPUPQBHF

2

www.civil.se

3

www.svenskalottakaren.se

4

www.civil.se/frg

5

www.msb.se

6

www.missingpeoplesweden.se

7

www.smslivraddare.se

8

www.fjallraddningen.se
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4.2 Design of interview guide
representatives of voluntary organizations in geographical proximity to the local
communities where contacts with safety coordinators had already been established.
The questions constituting the interview guide were developed by the research group.
Four sets of partly overlapping guides were gradually developed in compliance with
the four categories of interviewees (i.e. municipal safety coordinators, members of
voluntary organizations, semi-organized individuals, and non-organized individuals).
The themes covered by the four categories were basically the same, but the order and
formulation of the questions differed slightly. Themes covered in the guides were, for
example:
t
t
t
t
t
t

*OEJWJEVBMSFTQPOTJCJMJUZ UPFOHBHF UPBDU BOEUPCFQSFQBSFE
1SFQBSFEOFTT JODMVEJOHFEVDBUJPO USBJOJOHBOEFYFSDJTFT
$PMMBCPSBUJPO CFUXFFOUIFQVCMJD WPMVOUBSZPSHBOJ[BUJPOT BOEQVCMJD

authorities/local councils)
$PNNVOJDBUJPO NBJOMZCFUXFFOWPMVOUBSZPSHBOJ[BUJPOTBOEQVCMJDBVUIPSJUJFT
local councils)
5IFSPMFPGDJWJMTPDJFUZ 4IPVMEXFFYQFDUDJWJMTPDJFUZUPCFNPSFJOWPMWFE PSJO
other ways?)
3FBMMJGFFYQFSJFODFT HPPEBOECBEFYBNQMFTPGDPMMBCPSBUJPO DPNNVOJDBUJPO 
etc.)

4.3 Interview procedure
"MMUIFJOUFSWJFXTFTTJPOTXFSFCPPLFEJOBEWBODF*OUIFDBTFPGUIFTBGFUZ
DPPSEJOBUPST BMMIBEBDDFTTUPBOPGmDFPSDPOGFSFODFSPPN*OUFSWJFXTXJUINFNCFST
and representatives of voluntary organizations took place either in their private
homes or in a room belonging to the organization. On three occasions, interviews
with members of voluntary organizations took place on other premises, such as
UIFJOUFSWJFXFFTXPSLQMBDFPSJOBDBGÏ*OUFSWJFXTXJUITFNJPSHBOJ[FEBOEOPO
organized individuals took place in a hospital conference-room, at a fire station, at the
interviewees’ workplaces or private homes or in a café.
4.3.1 Informed consent
All interviews began with informal small talk, and after a while proceeded into a
more formal phase in which informants were asked if they had read and understood
UIFJOGPSNBUJPOTIFFUFNBJMFEUPUIFN*G GPSTPNFSFBTPO UIFZIBEOPUGBNJMJBSJ[FE
themselves with the purposes and methods of the study, they were given a copy to
read before the start of the interview. The information sheet contained the same
information as informed consent. When the informant had stated that he or she
understood the conditions and had signed the informed consent, the recorder was
activated and the interview began.
4.3.2 Face-to-face interview
*OUPUBM QFSTPOT NBMFT GFNBMFT XFSFJOUFSWJFXFEGPSUIJTTUVEZ5IF
interviews vary in duration from 20 minutes to 114 minutes. Two informants preferred
to be interviewed with the recorder switched off. For a schematic outline of the
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interviews, see the appendix. The interview procedure followed what Johnson (2001)
describes as the normal process of in-depth interviewing: “An in-depth interviewer
begins slowly, with small talk (chitchat), explains the purposes of the research, and
commonly begins with simple planned questions (often referred to as icebreakers) that
are intended to ‘get the ball rolling’ but not to move so quickly into the issues of the
LFZJOUFSWJFXRVFTUJPOTBTUPKFPQBSEJ[FJOUJNBUFTFMGEJTDMPTVSF PSUSVTU w*OTPNF
interviews, the conversation closely follows the script, while in others the conversation
hardly touches upon the pre-formulated questions. Sometimes the informant prefers to
go into matters not planned for in the interview guide. Such digressions or diversions,
Johnson (2001) states, are likely to be very productive, and hence the interviewer should
be prepared to depart from his or her prepared plan and ‘go with the flow’. However, it
is essential that the interviewer be assertive enough to return to the anticipated course
when necessary, but not so rigidly as to preclude him or her from learning unexpected
information (Johnson 2001).
"MMJOUFSWJFXTXFSFDPNQMFUFEUIFTBNFXBZUIFZIBECFHVOXJUIJOGPSNBMTNBMMUBML
Before the recorder was turned off, the informant was asked if there was anything
he or she would like to add to the interview, if there was something the interviewer
had forgotten or if there were any other thoughts that had surfaced during the
conversation. After terminating the recording, small talk followed for a few minutes
before the meeting came to an end (on a mutual decision). All meetings were held in a
positive spirit, with some kind of mutual exchange. Some of the informants stated that
the conversation had provided a platform for self-reflection and perhaps an impulse to
look at their everyday routines with a critical eye.
4.3.3 Data collection
*OUFSWJFXTXFSFSFDPSEFEPOUIFTPNFXIBUPVUEBUFEGPSNBU.JOJEJTDXJUIBO
external microphone (Sony ECM-MS07). The advantage of Minidisc is that the sound
is digitally stored on an analogous unit. Thus, the risk of unintentional spreading of
sensitive information is close to non-existent, as the interviewer is in charge of the unit
throughout the process, and the unit is not, at any time, connected to a computer. The
physical discs can easily be stored in a locked environment.
4.3.4 Validity
One informant, a safety coordinator who also coordinates a network of seven local
communities in the southern part of Sweden9, volunteered to involve his contacts as a
reference-group to contribute further the perspective of municipal and local authority
DSJTJTBOEFNFSHFODZNBOBHFNFOUPSHBOJ[BUJPOT*OBEEJUJPO UIFTFDSFUBSZHFOFSBM
of the Swedish Civil Defence League, and a couple of other members of voluntary
organizations, offered to provide further input to the interview study on request.
According to Johnson (2001), it is common in in-depth interviewing for the interviewer
to check out his or her understandings with one or more key informants. This procedure
is usually called the “member’s test of validity”, and can be considered a form of
respondent validation.

______________________________
9

www.skanenordost.se
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4.3.5 Web-based interview
*OBEEJUJPOUPUIFGBDFUPGBDFJOUFSWJFXT BOVNCFSPGDPNQMFNFOUBSZXFCCBTFE
JOUFSWJFXTXFSFEJTUSJCVUFEUPNFNCFSTPG7PMVOUBSZ3FTPVSDF(SPVQTJOEJGGFSFOU
MPDBMBOESFHJPOBMTFDUJPOT5ISPVHILFZQFPQMFJOUIF7PMVOUBSZ3FTPVSDF(SPVQ
network, we were able to distribute a web-based interview consisting of five fixed and
open questions regarding the members’ views on motivation and involvement, reallife experiences, and examples of successful efforts. Members of the network received
the same information regarding the study as described above. However, since these
individuals answered anonymously (i.e. while it would be possible to contact informants
by replying to their e-mails, we preferred to act merely as passive receivers of their
answers), no informed consent was signed. Answering the web-based questions was
DPNQMFUFMZWPMVOUBSZ4PNFUXFOUZNFNCFSTPGUIFTF7PMVOUBSZ3FTPVSDF(SPVQT
responded to the web-based interview. Answers were provided through e-mail. When
answers were submitted, the text was printed and the e-mail deleted.
A web-based interview is different from a traditional face-to-face interview in several
respects. When e-mail is used as the communication tool, the interview becomes
asynchronous and disembodied, i.e. all the subtle visual, non-verbal cues that can
help to contextualize the interviewee in a face-to-face scenario are lost (Fielding et al.
2008). The advantages of web-based interviews (e-mail), however, are just as obvious
as their shortcomings when compared to traditional interviewing procedures. The
absence of face-to-face interaction and recording devices might reduce the tension
and nervousness created by the formality of traditional interviews. Through the webbased interview we managed to reach some elderly informants whom we might have
overlooked had we used face-to-face interviewing alone. The disadvantage of fixed
questions, i.e. the impossibility of supplementary questions, was compensated for by
UIFSFRVFTUUPQSPWJEFBOTXFSTXIJDIXFSFBTEFUBJMFEBTQPTTJCMF*OBEEJUJPO UIF
asynchronous approach enabled respondents to reflect on the questions and to provide
long and well-reasoned answers.

4.4 Transcription and analysis
The amount and form of the transcription depends on such factors as the nature of
UIFNBUFSJBMBOEUIFQVSQPTFPGUIFJOWFTUJHBUJPO ,WBMF *OUIJTTUVEZ XFXFSF
primarily interested in factual matters, or the interview content. We were less focused
on the structural, linguistic and interactional aspects of the interview conversation.
Therefore, the recorded interviews were transcribed following the conventions of the
basic transcription of conversational content. This means that the interviews were
transcribed verbatim, from beginning to end. Contextual sounds and occurrences
influencing the interviews are only briefly described, and pauses and emphases are
noted, while voice quality (e.g. tone and pitch) and dialect are not. The goal of such a
transcription, as stated by Bloom (1993), is to selectively reduce the data in a way that
QSFTFSWFTUIFQPTTJCJMJUZPGEJGGFSFOUBOBMZTFTBOEJOUFSQSFUBUJPOT*OPUIFSXPSET UIF
goal is to provide “lean transcriptions” that allow for “rich interpretations” (Bloom
1993).

4.5 Data analytical methods
The research question guiding the design and performance of this study was
intentionally wide, as one of the aims was to identify relevant areas for further
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research. As was stated in the task description, the overall aim was to produce an indepth study of the conditions of a community approach for societal crisis management
in which safety and security is enhanced as a collaborative effort involving municipal
BOEQSPGFTTJPOBMBDUPSTBTXFMMBTUIFQVCMJD*OUIJTTUVEZ UIFQVCMJDJTVOEFSTUPPE
broadly as local citizens residing in a specific geographical area, as well as members of
communities of various kinds. For a detailed discussion on the definitions of community
employed in this project, see the desk study (Deliverable 2.2).
Accordingly, one way of formulating the research question which guided the design
and analysis of this study is by asking what are the enablers (intrinsic in the assembled
material), for a community approach that might elevate the participation of the public
in societal emergency and crisis management, and what are the challenges of such an
approach? The analytical work identified three general aspects in the data set, namely
the organization, communication and motivation underlying and supporting the
possible existence of such an approach. The analytical process of is described below.
The analyses of the transcribed interviews were undertaken in a collective manner by
the research group, employing the approach of qualitative content analysis (QCA). This
approach is generally used to interpret meaning from the content of text-based data
and, hence, adheres to the naturalistic paradigm (Hsieh and Shannon 2005:1277). QCA
goes beyond merely counting words, but instead examines language closely for the
purpose of classifying large amounts of text into an efficient number of categories and
themes that represent similar meanings (Hsieh and Shannon 2005:1277). The analysis of
UIFUSBOTDSJQUJPOTXBTDBSSJFEPVUJOBUXPTUFQQSPDFTT*OUIFmSTUTUFQ BOVNCFSPG
themes were induced through reduction and interpretation of the material. This step
was informed by a version of QCA called Directed Content Analysis, which, by means
of deduction, aims at validating or extending conceptually a theoretical framework or
theory. Mayring (2000), an acknowledged precursor in the use of the QCA methodology,
calls this step ‘deductive category application’. Deductive category application, Mayring
(2000) states, works with previously formulated, theoretically derived aspects of
analysis, connecting them with the text.
This implies that existing theory or research can help focus the research question
(Hsieh and Shannon 2005:1281). The exploration and identification of key themes
and categories reported by previous research was presented earlier in the literature
review (Deliverable 2.2). Accordingly, with the theoretical knowledge gained from
this review a number of themes related to the research question were developed
during the coding and categorizing of the transcribed interviews. According to
Hsieh and Shannon (2005:1282), the findings of a Directed Content Analysis could
be presented by providing examples of coding and offering descriptive evidence of
the analytic reasoning. The following section will present such examples alongside
important accounts given by the informants. The second step involved what Hsieh
and Shannon (2005:1279) call Conventional Content Analysis, which means avoiding
the use of predetermined categories and instead allowing the categories and names
of categories to flow from the data. This procedure is described by Mayring (2000) as
“inductive category development” and it is employed by the analyst in order to allow
new insights to emerge. Accordingly, whereas in the first step previous theory and
research influenced the development of major themes, the second step meant gaining
direct information from the transcripts without imposing on these data preconceived
theoretical perspectives (Hsieh and Shannon 2005:1280). During the second step, the
material was reanalyzed by relating each theme developed in the first step to the four
categories of respondents. This procedure made it possible to produce a transparent
report on the analytical procedure as well as a direct reading of the results, as can be
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TFFOJOUIFSFTVMUTTFDUJPO*OPSEFSUPTFDVSFJOUFSTVCKFDUJWFVOEFSTUBOEJOHXJUIJO
UIFSFTFBSDIHSPVQ BXPSLTIPQPOUFYUCBTFEBOBMZTJTXBTBSSBOHFE*OBEEJUJPO UIF
researchers took part in each other’s analyses.
The major themes that emerged from the analytic process were:
t
t
t
t
t
t
t

$PMMBCPSBUJPOGPSNBMBOEJOGPSNBMQSBDUJDFT
(FOFSBMBCJMJUZBOETQFDJmDDPNQFUFODF
%ZOBNJDTCFUXFFODPMMFDUJWFFGGPSUTBOEJOEJWJEVBMTFMGIFMQ
"TQFDUTPGFEVDBUJPOBOEFNQPXFSNFOU
5SBEJUJPOBMDPNNVOJDBUJPOWFSTVTEJHJUBMNFEJB
*OEJWJEVBMNPUJWBUJPOBOEJOWPMWFNFOU
"HFBOEHFOFSBUJPO

These themes, elicited from the data, are presented in the following chapter. The last
chapter discusses the challenges and possibilities associated with the different themes.

5. Ethical considerations
Ethical approval for this study was included in Deliverable 2.1. The Ethical Committee
of Mid Sweden University had concluded that the interview study, as part of the
project Public Empowerment Policies for Crisis Management, did not fall under the
Act (2003:460) concerning the ethical review of research involving humans, and
stipulated that in all other respects the project should be carried out according to the
principles of good research practices. The decision was dated 15th of May 2012. Below
the procedures concerning the storage of sensitive data, transcripts and the informed
consents will be further clarified.
As mentioned earlier, the interviews were recorded on Minidisc, which allows the
interviewer to retain control over the material throughout the process. The audio discs
are kept in a locked environment in the Social Sciences Department at Mid Sweden
University. The audio discs have on no occasion been linked to a computer.
Transcripts of the recorded material are kept in a closed password-protected
FOWJSPONFOUBU.*6/ BDDFTTJCMFPOMZUPNFNCFSTPGUIFSFTFBSDIHSPVQ%VSJOH
transcription, the material undergoes a process of de-identification, which means that
all data is stripped of information which could lead to identification of the source of the
data.
The signed consent forms have been scanned and the physical originals destroyed in
a document shredder. The scanned copies are stored in a closed password-protected
FOWJSPONFOUBU.*6/

6. Results and analyses
A general observation is that the scope and depth of collaboration between public and
municipal emergency actors and voluntary organizations differs widely depending on
population density, size of the local community and geographical characteristics. These
factors seem to have most impact on the level of formality of the collaboration between
the professional and voluntary organizations and on various resources-related issues.
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For example, small communities tend to lack resources in the implementation of new
DPNNVOJDBUJPODIBOOFMT5IFSFBSFBMTPNPSFHFOFSBMEJGGFSFODFT*OUIFNJE4XFEFO
area, for example, collaboration in crisis and emergencies seems to be based to a lesser
FYUFOUPOWPMVOUBSZGPSDFTTQFDJmDBMMZBJNFEBUIBOEMJOHFNFSHFODJFT*OUIJTBSFB
voluntary resources often rely on private-public collaboration, like haulage contractors
and leasing companies for snow vehicles etc.
However, the generic patterns across geographical areas outnumber the differences,
BOEIFODFUIFGPMMPXJOHEFTDSJQUJPOGPDVTFTPOTFWFOHFOFSJDUIFNFT$PMMBCPSBUJPO
GPSNBMBOEJOGPSNBMQSBDUJDFT (FOFSBMBCJMJUZBOETQFDJmDDPNQFUFODF %ZOBNJDT
between collective efforts and individual self-help, Aspects of education and
FNQPXFSNFOU 5SBEJUJPOBMDPNNVOJDBUJPOWFSTVTEJHJUBMNFEJB *OEJWJEVBMJOWPMWFNFOU 
and Age and generation.

6.1 Collaboration: formal and informal practices
This theme describes the degree of formalization in collaborative efforts between
the voluntary public and municipal safety coordinators. Formal and informal ways
of collaboration can thus be understood as endpoints on a cline, somewhere in
between which most of the interaction between the municipality and the voluntary
public occurs. Formal collaboration, in the present data, means that the tasks handed
over to voluntary groups are predefined and that collaborative efforts between the
NVOJDJQBMJUZBOEUIFWPMVOUBSZQVCMJDBSFQMBOOFE SFHVMBUFEBOEDPOUSBDUVBM*OGPSNBM
collaboration, on the other hand, means that issues of insurance and economic
compensation are not solved beforehand and that collaborative efforts are expected to
arise ad hoc during a crisis.
6.1.1 The perspective of municipal safety coordinators
The form and degree of collaboration between municipal actors and the public
WBSJFT*OUIFQSFTFOUEBUB JUJTOPUQPTTJCMFUPEJTDFSOBOZSFHVMBSJUJFTPSQBUUFSOT
regarding the size, location or geographical characteristics of municipalities in relation
to the types of collaboration. The form and degree of collaboration seem essentially
to depend on local history of collaboration, i.e. positive or negative experiences of
QSFWJPVTFWFOUTXIFODPMMBCPSBUJPOIBTPDDVSSFE*OBEEJUJPO QPTTJCMFDPMMBCPSBUJPO
between municipal actors and the public seems to depend on the person currently in
charge of issues of safety and security in the municipality, and the kind of resources
dispersed by the municipality. Larger municipalities often foster internal collaboration
among their administrative units, where each unit manages its own crisis preparedness
and response. As one safety coordinator stated:
*OFBDIPGmDFIFSFBOEJOFBDIBENJOJTUSBUJWFVOJU UIFSFJTBQSFQBSFEOFTT
administrator. Here you have full-time safety coordinators within the units of
QSPEVDUJPO BOEUIFZUFBDITFMGIFMQ $13 DBSEJPQVMNPOBSZSFTVTDJUBUJPO mSTU
aid, fire protection, and all that, that is, their staff and their managers within
the respective unit, so all this education is managed within the walls of the
municipality (16K: 20)
Accordingly, larger cities or communities within the same geographical area may or
may not choose to engage in collaborative efforts with the organized and voluntary
QVCMJD3FDFOUMZ UIFDJUZPG4UPDLIPMNIBTEFWFMPQFEGPSNBMDPMMBCPSBUJPO JFQMBOOFE 
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regulated, and contractual) with the engaged and voluntary public through the local
7PMVOUBSZ3FTPVSDF(SPVQ '3( 5IFHSPVQIBTCFFOHJWFOSFTQPOTJCJMJUZGPSBMJNJUFE
OVNCFSPGTQFDJmDUBTLT/PSNBMMZ UIFHSPVQJTFYQFDUFEUPQSBDUJDFUIFTFUBTLTTP
that they will be correctly and efficiently carried out during times of crisis. The safety
coordinator involved gives his view on engaging the public as a resource in societal crisis
management:
Their only mission is to organize spontaneous and unaffiliated volunteers (…) and
we also reckon that when civil society really wants to assist, well then we should
PGGFSUIFNUIFQPTTJCJMJUZUPEPTP UIBUJTDSVDJBM *CFMJFWF , 
On occasions when the municipality or local council establishes connections with the
voluntary public, the actual collaboration occurs between the municipality (through
the local safety coordinator or corresponding official and some form of organization
TVDIBT7PMVOUBSZ3FTPVSDF(SPVQT UIF)PNF(VBSE UIF4XFEJTI$JWJM%FGFODF
League). Collaboration is sometimes formally regulated through agreements, that is,
the public’s mission towards the municipality or local council is defined and decided on
beforehand. Those who take part in an effort initiated by the municipality are insured
and sometimes also paid for their efforts.
*OPOFQBSUJDVMBSTVDDFTTGVMJOTUBODF UIFUXPDPPSEJOBUPSTPGBMPDBM7PMVOUBSZ3FTPVSDF
(SPVQXFSFBDUVBMMZFNQMPZFECZUIFNVOJDJQBMJUZJOPSEFSUPNBOBHFUIFEFWFMPQNFOU
BOENBJOUFOBODFPGUIFHSPVQ*OPUIFSDBTFT DPMMBCPSBUJPOCFUXFFOUIFNVOJDJQBMJUZ
and the organized voluntary public is far less regulated, a situation that tends to create
GSVTUSBUJPOBNPOHUIFNFNCFSTPGUIFWPMVOUBSZHSPVQTJORVFTUJPO*OUIFJOUFSWJFXT 
frustration was expressed over the lack of clarity in mission descriptions, faulty
communication vis-à-vis the municipal safety coordinator, and sporadic or non-existing
joint exercises.
According to the accounts given by the municipal safety coordinators, in cases of less
regulated or a generally low degree of connection between the municipality and the
target voluntary groups, collaboration is expected to arise ad hoc during a crisis. Thus,
both parties would probably benefit from building long-term connections instead of
merely assuming that the crisis situation itself will somehow trigger the emergence of
collaborative efforts
The majority of municipalities in the present data consider the network organization
Missing People an ideal model for collaboration with the engaged and voluntary public.
Missing People is an autonomous, self-organizing, self-financing voluntary organization
UIBUGPDVTFTPOPOFTQFDJmDUBTLMPDBUJOHNJTTJOHQFPQMF#FDBVTFPGJUTOFUXPSLMJLF
structure and with primary communication channels like Facebook and texting, the
organization is thus capable of rapidly mobilizing a great number of people. One
member of the organization describes the ease of becoming involved:
You sign up on the homepage as a volunteer and fill in your cell phone number
and then you get a message when something happens in your area. You chose if
you can come and if not you don’t have to report or cancel or anything. To make it
work it must be as simple as possible (27S:4).
As will be demonstrated below, this model, with its low threshold for including the
public and its minimal burden on the municipal side, has attracted several safety
DPPSEJOBUPSTSFQSFTFOUFEJOUIFEBUB*OUIJTTUVEZ .JTTJOH1FPQMFJTDPOTJEFSFE
an organization of semi-organized individuals. Members are not involved in any
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organizational activities in between occurrences. Members become active when
something happens which requires mobilization. The organization is no end in itself
but, as one member of a working dog association put it: “Obviously, the association
is just a tool” (25S:3). Other types of organizations constituted by semi-organized
JOEJWJEVBMTJODMVEFUIF7PMVOUBSZ'JSF#SJHBEF UIF7PMVOUBSZ.PVOUBJO3FTDVFST UIF
4XFEJTI4FB3FTDVF4PDJFUZ BOE4.4MJGFTBWFST
As municipal resources are limited, safety coordinators often establish additional
forms of connection alongside those between internal administrative units and
external practitioners or voluntary groups. Examples of such, more or less formalized,
collaborative efforts are voluntary organizations and networks consisting of
professionals (e.g. the Voluntary Psychological and Social Care [POSOM]), employer
PSHBOJ[BUJPOT FHUIF'FEFSBUJPOPG4XFEJTI'BSNFST<-3'> BOEJOEJWJEVBMBDUPST
from the commercial and business world (like carriers and shippers, taxi companies,
renters of machines and vehicle owners). These examples are not exhaustive, but are all
represented in the data assembled in this study.
The results of the interview study reveal both challenges and possibilities with respect
to the desire of the municipal safety coordinators to collaborate with the engaged and
voluntary public. Unwillingness to collaborate with the voluntary public could derive
from previous negative experiences and non-existent local traditions of collaboration.
Unwillingness to collaborate with the voluntary public was explained by the safety
coordinators as due to structural difficulties, such as budgetary constraints (i.e. no
financial incentive to develop or maintain such collaboration) or material reasons (i.e.
according to the safety coordinator, the municipality or local council was already in
possession of all the possible resources within its administrative units, and thus no help
is needed from outside). Some safety coordinators argued that they cannot defend
the increased cost of developing and maintaining collaboration with the voluntary
QVCMJDi*UDBOUCFUIBUUIFSFTPVSDFTZPVFNQMPZEFNBOENPSFSFTPVSDFTUIBOZPVDBO
produce. This risk is evident if you employ people who don’t know what it is all about.”
(15K: 6).
*OBEEJUJPO VOXJMMJOHOFTTUPDPMMBCPSBUFXJUIUIFWPMVOUBSZQVCMJDDPVMEEFSJWFGSPN
interpersonal relations. Some safety coordinators spoke about their unwillingness
in a self-critical manner (i.e. personal difficulties in collaborating with volunteers)
or as deriving from negative attitudes held towards volunteers and the culture of
WPMVOUFFSJTNJOHFOFSBM3FHBSEJOHUIFMBUUFS TVDIOFHBUJWFBUUJUVEFTBSFPGUFOEJSFDUFE
towards specific individuals in the voluntary organizations of interest. People employed
as safety coordinators are often familiar with people in the local voluntary sector and
QSFWJPVTFYQFSJFODFTPGUIFTFSFMBUJPOTIBWFOPUBMXBZTCFFOQPTJUJWF*OTFWFSBMDBTFT 
safety coordinators’ unwillingness to collaborate with the voluntary public seemed
to be associated with a lack of knowledge and a generally sceptical attitude towards
WPMVOUFFSTBOEMPDBM7PMVOUBSZ3FTPVSDF(SPVQT
This attitude is exemplified by one safety coordinator in the present study: “Voluntary
HSPVQTJOPVSOPSUIFSOSFHJPO TPGBS XFIBWFOPUVTFEUIFNUPBOZFYUFOUIFSF*EPOU
LOPX *JOUFOEUPUBLFBDMPTFSMPPLBUJU*XBOUUPTFFXIBUUIFZIBWFUPPGGFS *NOPU
really sure about it yet” (15K: 1).
Further obstacles presented are that municipalities cannot take responsibility for those
JOWPMWFEJOWPMVOUFFSFGGPSUT/PUBMMJOEJWJEVBMTUIBUDIPPTFUPCFDPNFJOWPMWFEJO
voluntary efforts initiated by the municipality are equipped with the necessary skills.
0OFTBGFUZDPPSEJOBUPSFYQMBJOFEUIJTQSPCMFNUIVTi*ONZWJFXJUJTJNQPSUBOUUP
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differentiate between wanting to help and being able to help. You can’t assume that
people are suitable just because they are willing to help, this is something we must
consider carefully” (16K: 34).
Consequently, whether there is any collaboration at all between a municipality or local
council and the voluntary public depends to a great extent on the interpersonal relation
between the person responsible for local community safety and the representative(s)
of the organized and voluntary public. Safety coordinators who express a strong
willingness and ambition to collaborate with the voluntary public on issues of
emergency management are often the same individuals who have already established
stable and on-going relations with various voluntary resources affiliated with the
municipality. Furthermore, in most cases these safety coordinators have defined
beforehand the specific mission or task to be undertaken by the voluntary resources.
One safety coordinator described the way of working in this way:
"UQSFTFOUUIFZIBWFSFDFJWFEUXPQSPKFDUTGSPNVTUPXPSLXJUI*BUUFOEFE
one of their meetings where we brought up the example of water security. And
then they were given the assignment to get back to me, at the town hall, and
UFMMNFXIBUDPVMECFUIFJSDPOUSJCVUJPOJOUIJTBSFB y "TGBSBT*IBWFIFBSE 
historically, from my predecessors, collaboration between the municipality and the
MPDBMWPMVOUBSZPSHBOJ[BUJPOTIBTGVODUJPOFEXFMM BOE*CFMJFWFUIBUJTUIFSFBTPO
we have the organization we have. (10K:5)
Occasionally, a safety coordinator would express ideas on how the voluntary public
might be harnessed as a resource without the compulsory need of being organized in
the traditional sense. One safety coordinator proposed the following:
Well, there should be some kind of municipality-based volunteers, or whatever
you’d like to call them. People who are not connected with organizations or
associations, but affiliated with the municipality or local community, that is,
the municipality or local community is provided with a form of volunteerism
which belongs to the municipality or local community. Whether they are called
volunteers or something else, that’s not important. (16K: 26)
The form of voluntary resource alluded to by this safety coordinator corresponds closely
to the specific organizational form of Missing People, described above. The system
QSFTFOUMZJOVTF MPDBM7PMVOUBSZ3FTPVSDF(SPVQTBTBXBZPGDIBOOFMMJOHUIFWPMVOUBSZ
public’s willingness to become involved in societal crisis management, is mainly based
on the traditional forms of organizational structure such as found in civil defence
organizations.
6.1.2 The perspective of organized volunteers
From the perspective of the voluntary sector, unwillingness to collaborate is present
in this data only in instances where the municipality or local council seems to nurse an
ambition to replace already employed personnel with unpaid volunteers. Accepting
assignments on these premises, volunteers argue, would be to devalue the very notion
of voluntary involvement. A recurring example is that of a municipality offering tasks
or assignments with no obvious relation to the societal strain caused by a crisis or
FYUSBPSEJOBSZFWFOU0OFNFNCFSPGB7PMVOUBSZ3FTPVSDF(SPVQTUBUFE
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*LOPXPGBNVOJDJQBMJUZBTLJOHUIFJS'3( 7PMVOUBSZ3FTPVSDF(SPVQ JGUIFZ
would go out and take care of the community’s senior citizens in the event of a
manpower shortage in nursing homes for example, but they thought it wasn’t
really their job. (…) We are not supposed to cover up for manpower shortages in
UIFNVOJDJQBMJUZJUTOPUUIFSJHIUyJGJUTOPUBNBUUFSPGDSJTJTTPUPTQFBL*NFBO 
it would be a different thing if there was an influenza epidemic or something like
that. (1F:11-12)
On several occasions, the members of voluntary organizations expressed the wish
that municipalities would be more open to various forms of collaboration. Municipal
representatives are sometimes perceived as a bit fearful and narrow-minded in their
understanding of how the involved and voluntary public could contribute to societal
crisis management. Accordingly, safety coordinators (and thus the whole municipality
or local council) might be perceived by voluntary groups as standoffish, refusing to
BDLOPXMFEHFUIFNBTBTFSJPVTQBSUOFS*OUIFGPMMPXJOHRVPUBUJPO POFNFNCFSPG
B7PMVOUBSZ3FTPVSDF(SPVQEJTDVTTFTXIBUPOFPVHIUUPFYQFDUGSPNBTPNFXIBU
progressive municipal safety coordinator:
A broad-minded municipality with an ambition to think widely and, furthermore,
TPNFGSFFEPNPGBDUJPOBOEXJMMUPJNQSPWJTF *CFMJFWF JTUIFCFTUXBZGPSEPJOH
UIJTXPSLXFMM"OE JOBEEJUJPO OPUCFJOHBGSBJEPGUIFQVCMJD *NFBO OPUCFJOH
BGSBJEPGSFDFJWJOHIFMQ-FUTTBZZPVIBWFQVUUPHFUIFSBMPDBM'3( 7PMVOUBSZ
3FTPVSDF(SPVQ BOEZPVUIJOLAXFMM XFWFHPUUIJTOPX TPy *NFBO PQFOZPVS
eyes and don’t be standoffish. Try being open-minded and open to sensible help.
(6F:15)
According to various members of voluntary organizations, the unwillingness of
municipal representatives to engage in collaborative efforts is manifested by insufficient
information and communication as well as irregular or non-existent joint exercises. One
NFNCFSPGB7PMVOUBSZ3FTPVSDF(SPVQFNQIBTJTFEUIFGBDUUIBUNVOJDJQBMJUJFTBSFGPS
contractual reasons bound to hold regular joint exercises:
*UJTPGUFOTUBUFEJOUIFDPOUSBDUTCFUXFFOB7PMVOUBSZ3FTPVSDF(SPVQBOEB
municipality that the municipality is responsible for initiating and carrying out
joint exercises, but this happens all too seldom, as a matter of fact, never. (7F:6)
The unwillingness of some authorities to involve the voluntary public in collaborative
efforts by was mainly seen by the latter in terms of unused possibilities to contribute to
societal safety and security. The members of voluntary organizations described various
ways in which the public could be a resource in societal areas where no collaboration
has currently been established. They often perceived themselves to be neglected or not
MJTUFOFEUPCZNVOJDJQBMSFQSFTFOUBUJWFT0OFNFNCFSPGB7PMVOUBSZ3FTPVSDF(SPVQ
described this feeling of exclusion: “They should come down here and visit us and see
what we actually do and what we know. This is likely to be one reason why it often
fails.” (8F:3)
Municipal representatives in turn also perceived themselves as not listened to. Several
safety coordinators in the present data called attention to what they saw as a paradox:
obstructive governmental guidelines and regulations regarding collaboration between
the public and the civil sector, while at the same time municipal autonomy and selfgovernance providing for adaption to local circumstances. One safety coordinator
expressed disillusionment at not being asked what needs he might have before efforts
are initiated:
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Whenever inquiries on voluntarism are initiated, it is from the voluntaries’ point of
view. The question is never posed from municipalities to the organizations, what
NVOJDJQBMJUJFTBDUVBMMZXBOUJTOPUDPOTJEFSFE*ULJOEPGDPNFTGSPNBCPWF BOETP
they say ‘this is what we’re offering’ instead of first asking the municipality what it
actually wants, and then modelling something after that. (16K: 8)
Accordingly, difficulties in the interface between the public and the civil voluntary
sector could be understood as an opposition between the self-governing municipality
on the one hand and the voluntary sector in alliance with governmental authorities on
the other.
6.1.3 The perspective of semi-organized individuals
As mentioned earlier, municipals often foster internal collaboration among their
administrative units, where each unit manages its own crisis preparedness and response.
One informant employed in the public sector and who in his spare time is an involved
member of a working dog association confirmed the view that many everyday crisis
managers are fostered within the framework of their workplace:
*UJTBMMTPXFMMPSHBOJ[FEOPXBEBZT JOUIFXPSLQMBDFZPVHFUFEVDBUJPOJO$13
(cardiopulmonary resuscitation), you practice crisis management in connection
with workplace reorganizations, fire drills and so on (…). Working in the public
sector, it is more or less included in your work, these basic risk preventive
measures, and also that you do preventive work related to accessibility and
disability. (25S:2)
"TXBTBMTPNFOUJPOFEFBSMJFS NVOJDJQBMBDUPSTBOEQSPGFTTJPOBMTMJLFUIF3FTDVF
Services and the Police often establish additional forms of collaboration due to limited
internal resources. Accordingly, within the multitude of voluntary groups prepared
to assist the official crisis managers, it is possible for issues of demarcation and
MFHJUJNJ[BUJPOUPBSJTF*OPUIFSXPSET FBDIPSHBOJ[BUJPOBJNTUPBQQFBSBCJUNPSF
professional than others. One member of a working dog association says the following:
Here you have all these checkpoints in order to sort out people that don’t really fit
in or don’t fulfil the criteria. Just sending a bunch of people out in the woods, well
what happens then if they find a dead person or suchlike, perhaps you suddenly
have one more to locate and save. (24S:3)
"OPUIFSQFSTPO BNFNCFSPGUIF7PMVOUBSZ.PVOUBJO3FTDVFST TBZTUIBU
8FBSFNPSFQSPGFTTJPOBMDPNQBSFEUP GPSFYBNQMF .JTTJOH1FPQMF*EPOULOPX
if they provide any education or such, or if they just show up and do what they
do. We are expected to know a lot, and we provide the appropriate education.
(30S:10)
Accordingly, depending on the orientation of the voluntary organization, issues of
professionalization and legitimization, as well as mechanisms of inclusion and exclusion
of potential members can arise and influence the collaboration between the public and
the civil sectors in both positive and negative ways.
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6.2 Specific competences and general abilities
This theme describes the dynamics between municipal safety coordinators’ needs
and voluntary organizations’ expectations regarding tasks and assignments that can
be managed by others that the municipality itself. The voluntary public could adjust
their activities to the predefined needs expressed by the safety coordinator while
simultaneously describing various areas where they could serve as an important
resource during times of societal strain.

6.2.1 The perspective of municipal safety coordinators
Both municipal safety coordinators and members of voluntary organizations express the
possibility of, and need for, the voluntary public to be active across a wider spectrum of
societal services. The voluntary public might potentially be utilised as a social resource
in the local community in times of crisis. This could mean, for example, acting as a
complementary resource in child and elderly care during extended periods of strain or
managing logistical issues during acute evacuations. One safety coordinator stated the
following on the potential use of the voluntary public as a social resource: “We don’t
have a paramilitary organization, because we’re not interested in that (…), we don’t
IBWFUIBUOFFE3BUIFS PVSOFFEJTJOUIFBSFBPGQTZDIPTPDJBMDBSF UIFTPGUWBMVFT 
fellow human being, those things.” (10K: 5).
The data gathered in this study have one particularly successful case, in which the
DPPSEJOBUPSTPGBMPDBM7PMVOUBSZ3FTPVSDF(SPVQXFSFPGmDJBMMZFNQMPZFECZUIF
municipality for the purpose of developing and maintaining the group. This particular
municipality’s long tradition of collaboration with voluntary groups has fostered
productive interpersonal relationships between those representing the municipality and
those representing the voluntary public. The safety coordinator involved describes the
SBOHFPGDPNQFUFODFTXJUIJOiIJTw7PMVOUBSZ3FTPVSDF(SPVQ
8FEPIBWFB7PMVOUBSZ3FTPVSDF(SPVQ XIJDIXFDBOVTFJOEJGGFSFOUTJUVBUJPOT
*OUIJTHSPVQUIFSFJTBXJEFSBOHFPGDPNQFUFODFT FWFSZUIJOHGSPNMFHBM
experts to carpenters, to computer technicians to, well, a wide range of societal
competences. And the idea is that we are able to use these in different situations,
with their knowledge, everything from communication to computers, to reduce
and simplify the process during a crisis. (10K: 4)
/PUXJUITUBOEJOH CPUIUIFNFNCFSTPGUIFWPMVOUBSZQVCMJDBOEUIFNVOJDJQBMTBGFUZ
coordinators represented in this data sought to define what could or should not be
included in such an assignment. Dementia care, for example:
yGPSUIBU ZPVTIPVMEOUVTFWPMVOUBSZGPSDFT*NSBUIFSUIJOLJOHPGTJUVBUJPOT
when a crisis is a fact. Situations in which people who are weak are likely to
become even weaker, and then we have all these demented people living alone…
(16K: 31)
There is also the risk of misuse when the voluntary public is expected to perform a
societal service which is normally paid work, or to perform tasks with no obvious
relation to societal strain or a crisis: “First they dismiss people and then they use
volunteers and sign contracts with them and provide for economic compensation…”
(16K: 33). Accordingly, both safety coordinators and members of the voluntary
public talk about the possibility of doing things beyond the planned, regulated, and
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contractual tasks prescribed by the municipality or local council safety coordinator.
However, the tasks included in the assignment must not overlap, or replace, the basic
societal services provided by existing and employed personnel. The assignment in
question must include tasks emerging as a consequence of especially stressful events
and crisis situations which demand extraordinary resources.
6.2.2 The perspective of organized volunteers
The members of voluntary organizations emphasised that, in order for their
involvement to stay alive, they need to be assigned a basic quota of concrete and
recurrent tasks or areas of responsibility. One safety coordinator stated:
This is a problem, how you maintain the organization. What do you do in the
meantime, when nothing happens? Many of these people are real enthusiasts,
they really put their backs into this, they live with it around the clock you know,
and then… nothing happens. (16K: 34).
Examples of such recurrent tasks include managing the distribution of fresh water
supplies in the event of water contamination or prolonged power failures, staffing
“safety spaces” (i.e. specific locations to be used as meeting places and information
centres during major events), and organizing spontaneous and unaffiliated volunteers.
According to some safety coordinators, tasks such as those mentioned above are often
handed over to the voluntary organizations owing to the lack of municipal resources
in those specific areas. At the same time, handing over these tasks could be seen
understood as an easy way of satisfying the demand of civil society to be included in the
work of societal crisis management. A safety coordinator said the following about the
tasks handed over to the voluntary public within his jurisdiction:
*IBWFTPNFTQFDJmDUBTLTUIBUUIFNVOJDJQBMJUZDBOOPUIBOEMFCZJUTFMGUIF
costume is too small to staff perhaps 15–20 safety-spaces. We have no resources
GPSUIBU0OUIJTNBUUFS*MFUUIFWPMVOUFFSTJOUPNBOBHFDPNNVOJDBUJPO
and contact with, for example, old people’s homes out there in the different
neighbourhoods. (…) People must be able to go somewhere, to inform so that we,
back here, don’t sit in ‘management darkness’, but we know what’s happening in
our neighbourhoods” (18K: 8).
*OUVSO GSPNUIFQFSTQFDUJWFPGUIFWPMVOUFFSTNPSFBOEWBSZJOHUBTLTXPVMECF
desirable, but at the same time, not to the extent of replacing the regular crisis
management. Many members of voluntary organizations expressed a wish to be called
upon more often and during other types of situations. One member of a voluntary
organization stated:
*UJTKVTUZPVSJNBHJOBUJPOUIBUQVUTUIFMJEPO*GZPVTUBSUFEUPUIJOLBCPVUJU *
believe you would find, well everywhere actually, that is, within the public sector,
JOUIFNVOJDJQBMJUZ BOEUIFOUIFSFJTUIF$PVOUZ$PVODJM BOEIFBMUIBOE *NFBO 
the possibilities are actually infinite. (6F:8)
The same person then develops and concretizes her ideas on how the voluntary public
could be better utilized as a more extensive societal resource:
8IBU*NUBMLJOHBCPVUIFSFJTFOEVSBCJMJUZ OPUKVTUSBUIFSMJNJUFETJUVBUJPOT
like fires and the like, but also completely different situations, when there is
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BQSPMPOHFEDSJTJT5IFO*DBOTFFWPMVOUBSZSFTPVSDFHSPVQTBOEUIFQVCMJDBT
SFMFWBOUSFMJFGGPSUIFXIPMFDPNNVOJUZ*NBHJOFBQSPMPOHFEUBTLXJUITQFDJmD
personnel, of course they will get tired after a while, they can’t just go on.
*NBHJOFUIFOJGUIFNVOJDJQBMJUZDPVMECSJOHJOQFPQMFGSPNUIFWPMVOUBSZSFTPVSDF
groups, then you would increase endurability in the municipal management, or
child-care, or elderly-care. Because, you know, those serving around the clock…
where are the kids supposed to be, and then we have to supply food, people need
to eat, drink, sleep…” (6F: 7)
Another member of a voluntary organization said the following about the rather
narrow view taken by municipalities (and as a result, the local safety coordinators) on
how to use the public as a resource:
They think ‘accident’, they think ‘train crash with consequential release of toxic
gas’ and ‘chemical spillage’ and so on. But they don’t think about everything
around these events, these other things, and in a way perhaps that leads to them
not using these resources [i.e. the public] in the right way. (7F:3)
To sum up, the fusion of safety coordinators and organized volunteers’ perspectives
reveal a broad spectrum of needs and wishes, or, alternatively, of challenges and
possibilities. Two distinct views emerged on the nature of the assignments to be handed
over to the voluntary public by the municipality. On the one hand, both municipal
safety coordinators and members of voluntary organizations reported the need for
basic and continuing tasks or areas of responsibility that the voluntary public can be
invited to manage in order to channel their will to participate and to maintain their
involvement. On the other hand, most members of voluntary organizations and a few
more progressive municipal safety coordinators saw a possibility for the voluntary public
to be active over a wider spectrum of societal services, such as child and elderly care, in
times of crisis.
6.2.3 The perspective of semi-organized individuals
As mentioned earlier, municipal representatives’ unwillingness to collaborate with
the voluntary public in societal crisis management was often explained in economic
terms (i.e. no financial incentive available to develop or maintain such collaboration)
and existing material resources (i.e. the municipality or local council are already in
possession of all the resources they need in the different administrative units, and thus
no help is needed from outside). This view was confirmed by a member of a working
dog association, who had been involved in several collaborative efforts between semiorganized individuals, municipal actors, and crisis management professionals:
To some extent it is problematic to connect voluntary forces with professional
BDUPST y *GDJWJMTPDJFUZJTUPCFJODMVEFEUIFOUIFMPDBMBENJOJTUSBUJPONVTUCF
ready to pay for the type of organization demanded in order to organize the
participation of voluntary forces. (25S:6)
Another explanation for the unwillingness of municipal representatives to collaborate
with the voluntary public was, as mentioned earlier, that the task of holding regular
joint exercises is experienced as too burdensome. One effect of this, also seen in the
present data, is the frustration felt by members of voluntary groups over the lack
of clarity in assignment descriptions and faulty communication with the municipal
representative. However, some voluntary organizations undertake their own crisis
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preparedness exercises without the involvement of municipal actors. Some semiorganized individuals, who are not engaged in traditional organizational maintenance,
have found alternative ways to keep their voluntary involvement alive. One member of
a working dog association says that:
There are competitions for example. When we had finished our education
*UIPVHIUBCPVUUIFQPTTJCJMJUZPGOFWFSHPJOHPVUPOBSFBMBTTJHONFOU BO
FBSUIRVBLFGPSFYBNQMF TPUIFO*IBWFUPmOETPNFUIJOHUPEPJOUIFNFBOUJNF
UIBUESJWFTNFUPDPOUJOVFUSBJOJOHBOELFFQNZEPHJOUPQDPOEJUJPO TP*TUBSUFE
to compete instead. (24S: 12)
Still, many semi-organized individuals with specific competencies argue that the
resources they can provide are too often neglected. The person quoted above expresses
a feeling of not being trusted by the professionals:
*UIJOLUIBUUIFZ UIFQPMJDF BSFOUWFSZHPPEBUVTJOHPVSDPNQFUFODF UIFZ
should call on us more often, because we’re here, we educate, we train our dogs,
XFBSFDPNQFUFOU CVUTPNFUJNFT*UIJOLUIBUUIFQPMJDFEPOUUSVTUPVSBCJMJUZ
(24S:9)
Just as some progressive safety coordinators nurture ideas of how to harness the
resources of the voluntary public in a wider sense, so too do some semi-organized
individuals. The challenge is to create low thresholds for joining forces and to channel
both general and specific abilities. One semi-organized individual shares some ideas on
how to recruit people with various competencies:
Perhaps people could list somewhere what kind of resources and competences
UIFZIBWFBOEUIBUDPVMECFPGTPNFVTFZPVIBWFBOVSTFPGGEVUZIFSFBOE
perhaps a fireman off-duty there, and perhaps someone with a working dog, so
that you have a few groups of volunteers and then you call them to see if people
are available. (27S:11).

6.3 The dynamics between collective efforts and individual self-help
This theme describes different understandings of what could be the most appropriate
and efficient tasks for the voluntary public to carry out in times of crisis. Collective
efforts and individual self-help can be understood as endpoints on a scale, where most
tasks exercised by voluntary groups occur somewhere in between. That is, during a
crisis people tend to both manage themselves in order not to burden professional crisis
managers and engage in collective efforts in order to facilitate the work of professional
actors. Collective efforts are thus performed by organizations of forms, from traditional
civil defence organizations to contemporary network organizations like Missing People.
*OEJWJEVBMTFMGIFMQJTPGUFOUBVHIUXJUIJOUIFTFPSHBOJ[BUJPOTBTQBSUPGHFOFSBMDSJTJT
preparedness abilities.
6.3.1 The perspective of municipal safety coordinators
The paradigm of command and control in emergency and crisis management in the
strict sense requires that people follow the instructions of professionals and that the
public, as far as possible, avoid interfering in order to let the professionals manage
the situation. The paradigm of public participation, on the other hand, requires that
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the engaged and voluntary public is utilized as a resource working alongside or on the
periphery of professional emergency personnel. Presently moving towards the paradigm
of public participation, however, both implies that citizens have some knowledge
of how to manage themselves until the most acute problems are solved. One safety
coordinator stated the following of the importance of civil preparedness:
*CFMJFWFUIBUJGBNBKPSFWFOUXFSFUPPDDVSBOEQVUBMPUPGTUSBJOPOUIF
municipality, well, if you have citizens with civil preparedness, who are educated,
then it will make it much easier for the municipality to handle the masses flagging
for help. (10K: 10).
The traditional view of command and control was clearly visible in the present data. As
mentioned before, a few safety coordinators expressed a somewhat more progressive
view on the possibilities of utilizing the public as a complementary resource in societal
FNFSHFODZBOEDSJTJTNBOBHFNFOU/FWFSUIFMFTT NPTUNVOJDJQBMSFQSFTFOUBUJWFT BOE
several members of voluntary groups, continued to reproduce the view that the most
effective role for the public is staying out of the way of the professional actors.
6.3.2 The perspective of organized volunteers
Traditional civil defence organizations like the Swedish Civil Defence League and
the Swedish Women’s Voluntary Defence Organization provide a framework for
education in, and practice of, both collective efforts and individual self-help. However,
the regrowth of these organizations has slowed and recruitment strategies that
remain based on continuous activity in a specific organization are in acute need
of modernization. However, voluntary involvement in societal crisis management
OFWFSUIFMFTTTFFNTUPCFnPVSJTIJOH0OFNFNCFSPGBMPDBM7PMVOUBSZ3FTPVSDF(SPVQ
said the following about the future of traditional ways of organizing volunteer work in
crisis management:
There can’t be any gatekeeping in this kind of work (…), you have to be very open
BOEJODMVTJWFBOEFNCSBDFUIFGBDUUIBUBOZPOFDBOIFMQ y BOE*CFMJFWFJUXJMM
change, this traditional way of working in organizations and associations and so
on, it will dissolve as an effect of our new ways of communication… (1F:10)
Thus the dynamics between individual self-help and collective effort was evident in the
accounts given by organized volunteers. One representative of a voluntary organization
stated:
Primarily you have to make sure you manage yourself as far as possible, and act in
a way that doesn’t hinder those responsible for managing the crisis or emergency
or whatever it could be (…). Then there are always those who, in addition to
managing themselves have the capacity to help others, primarily your close family
of course, but often also significantly wider circles than that. (3F:1)
Accordingly, the view that ordinary people ought to act in ways that do not hinder
those responsible for managing the crisis persists. Some members of voluntary
organizations seem to foster an almost reactionary understanding of the public’s role in
societal crisis management:
4JUVBUJPOTDPVMEBSJTFXIFSFUIFQVCMJDIBTOPGVODUJPOXIBUTPFWFS*NFBO EVSJOH
a blackout, or interruption in water supply, or a fire, or a train derailment, or
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whatever it might be, what can the public possibly do in these situations except
stay away?… (4F:5)
Luckily, as stated before, people are often capable not only of managing themselves
but also of helping others. What it is then important to address is how to elevate
the voluntary public to the level of professional actors, that is, how does one make
societal safety a matter of coproduction between the voluntary public, municipal
representatives and professional actors?
6.3.3 The perspective of semi-organized individuals
*UJTQSPCBCMZOPNPSFUIBODPNNPOTFOTFUPTUBUFUIBUQFPQMFBSFNPTUMJLFMZ
look after their close circle of family, friends and neighbours in the case of a major
FWFOU0OFTFNJPSHBOJ[FEJOEJWJEVBM GPSFYBNQMF TBJEUIFGPMMPXJOHi*GUIFSFJTB
major malfunction in society you probably look after those closest to you, friends or
neighbours, so, it’s not that you attempt to solve anything over there.” (20S:6). At the
same time, the pro-social involvement of many individuals goes far beyond their closest
circle. One member of Missing People emphasises the connection between involvement
and education:
Those who are more engaged, and also that you might have a certain
competence, and you are confident in yourself and your family and so on, it’s
SFBMMZHPPEUIFZHFUJOWPMWFEJOB7PMVOUBSZ3FTPVSDF(SPVQGPSFYBNQMF CFDBVTF
then you have the possibility of getting education and training before something
actually happens. (29S:9)
6.3.4 The perspective of non-organized individuals
Accordingly, from the perspective of municipal safety coordinators it is desirable for the
public to engage in collective efforts. However, being able to help yourself and your
closest circle before the arrival of professional help is regarded as even more desirable.
Organized and semi-organized individuals also share this perspective. For those who
engage in collective efforts, the challenge could be to integrate education and training
into their everyday routines. A non-organized individual in the present data, that is,
a person not associated with any network or organization dealing specifically with
emergency preparedness and response, has found her own way of fitting involvement
into her everyday routines. She is part of a network of parents, walking the city streets
during weekend evenings in order to make them safer for the local community youth:
“Then you’re in the midst of it in a way, then, you’re part of it in a way, being a parent
of a child of that age.” (19A:4).

6.4 Aspects of education and empowerment
One way of elevating the voluntary public to the level of professional actors is to make
sure people are educated and properly trained. This theme highlights some aspects in
the present data regarding the importance of education and training.
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6.4.1 The perspective of municipal safety coordinators
As mentioned earlier, larger cities might not see the benefit of collaborating with the
voluntary public, as they often consider the municipality to already possess all the
SFTPVSDFTOFFEFEEVSJOHBDSJTJT*OBEEJUJPO FNFSHFODZBOEDSJTJTNBOBHFNFOUJT
taught and practised within the separate administrative units by in-house preparedness
BENJOJTUSBUPSTBOETBGFUZDPPSEJOBUPST/FWFSUIFMFTT NBOZTBGFUZDPPSEJOBUPSTPS
similar professionals see a need to educate the public in societal crisis management. One
municipal safety coordinator said the following about her task of informing the public:
We have some training regarding fire prevention and protection, and it’s kind
of logical to have some training on societal crisis too, because the people of
today are ignorant of these things, what to do, how to do it, how to take care of
yourself, and this goes especially for people in urban areas.(17K:1).
At the same time, some safety coordinators emphasise the importance of consistency
between what is taught by municipal actors and, for example, voluntary organizations.
The Swedish Civil Defence League, for example, has traditionally taught basic civil
preparedness in elementary schools. One safety coordinator said the following about
such educational efforts:
All the forces available that can be utilised in education and competence
development and individual self-help, all that is very positive. But at the same
time it’s crucial that these educational efforts don’t contradict municipal policy
(…), that’s highly dangerous, if they go out there teaching things that are not in
agreement with our knowledge. (16K: 28).
As mentioned earlier, some municipal safety coordinators experienced a paradox in
the presence of strict regulations governing work tasks: such regulations could conflict
with people’s sense of autonomy. Even if a municipality claims to have all the possible
material resources needed in-house, it might not be permitted to use them due to a lack
of relevant training and certificates. For example, one safety coordinator says that:
There are new regulations from the Swedish Work Environment Authority saying
that in order to use chainsaws and similar tools you must have this or that specific
education. So we can’t… now it takes professionals to do those things” (17K: 7).
6.4.2 The perspective of organized volunteers
As stated before, education and training is often provided within the framework of
voluntary organizations. As can be observed in the present data, many organized
volunteers are enthusiastic about learning basic emergency management skills, but they
also see it as an important task to educate people with no organizational connections.
Two members of a voluntary organization spoke about the low awareness of individual
responsibility, knowing what to do and how to act in times of crisis:
Citizens need to become aware of the fact that they have a responsibility, and
they also need help with the right tools to be a responsible citizen, that is, it must
be as easy as possible to do the right thing. (3F:3)
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Our municipality wants us to work in a preventive manner, so we are here to
educate local citizens about this, because today people are not aware of these
things, how to act because it may take long, several days at worst, before help
arrives. So people have to learn what things should be stored at home, so that’s
what we work on. (1F:4)
Another organized volunteer emphasises the individual self-development made possible
through involvement within the framework of an organization:
You get to learn a lot about your own local community and you get to learn
about, well, these practical things, and then also how to approach people in
different situations and so on. (1F:3)
6.4.3 The perspective of semi-organized individuals
/PUPOMZEPPSHBOJ[FEWPMVOUFFSTMFBSOIPXUPNBOBHFUIFNTFMWFTJODBTFPGBDSJTJT 
but semi-organized individuals in the present data also talk of education in terms of
empowerment. That is, knowing what to do and how to do it when necessary. One
semi-organized person saw a high level of self-reliance as a consequence of previous
education and training:
*G*IBQQFOFEUPCFPOTJUFEVSJOHBUSBGmDBDDJEFOUPSTPNFUIJOHMJLFUIBU*XPVME
KVTUKVNQSJHIUJOCFDBVTF*LOPXXIBUUPEP TPXJUIUIJTCBDLHSPVOENBOZPGVT
would surely come forward and help since we have the training. (24S:2)
5IFTBNFBSHVNFOUGPSMFBSOJOH$13 DBSEJPQVMNPOBSZSFTVTDJUBUJPO XBTQVUGPSXBSE
CZTFWFSBMPSHBOJ[FEWPMVOUFFSTBOETFNJPSHBOJ[FEJOEJWJEVBMTi*GTPNFPOFTIBWJOH
a heart failure around the corner and you don’t know about it there’s not much you
can do, but if you knew about it of course you would get there as fast as you could.”
(26S:4).

6.5 Traditional communication versus digital media
The interviews with safety coordinators, organized volunteers, and non-organized
individuals reflected the transformation in the means of communication during
events and crises away from traditional channels and ways of making contact to
the new digital landscape of communication characterized by a multitude of digital
communication platforms such as mobile phones, internet web pages, and social media.
The interviewees’ perceptions reflect the dynamic tensions of the opportunities and
challenges that exist in both the traditional and new forms of communication.
6.5.1 The perspective of municipal safety coordinators
Two major problems in crisis communication mentioned by the safety coordinators were
the limited resources available for communication, particularly in small municipalities,
and difficulties in reaching out to people: “resources for informing people are scarce
in a small municipality” (17K). The solution to this problem may lie in giving mutual
assistance:
The other municipalities have very small organizations when it comes to
communication management, and our municipality has a very large organization
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when it comes to crisis communication, and it has been discussed extensively how
you can support each other in a crisis in a smaller community. (18K)
However, even where communication resources are adequate, people still need to find
the information. According to one safety coordinator:
8FMM*UIJOLUIBUZPVBSFUPPJTPMBUFE BOEHBUIFSWFSZNVDIBOEWFSZHPPE
JOGPSNBUJPOJOTPNFQMBDFT CVUUIFPSEJOBSZDJUJ[FO *EPOUUIJOLUIBUJG*XBTBO
PSEJOBSZDJUJ[FO*XPVMEHPUP<UIFXFCTJUF>LSJTJOGPSNBUJPOTFBOEMPPL BOEZPVS
TBGFUZ XFMMUIFSFJTBTNVDIJOGPSNBUJPOBTZPVMJLF CVUIPXDBO*NBLFQFPQMF
find it? /…/ 90 per cent don’t know that krisinformation.se exists. (13K)
The comment ‘we are too isolated’ refers to the tendency to create information
dissemination structures that citizens who are not prone to search for this type of
information have difficulty finding. This quote clearly illustrates the tension between
the new opportunities provided by the website used by the authorities for crisis
information in Sweden, www.krisinformation.se, and the challenge of making it
publicly known and used.
According to the safety coordinators, spreading crisis information to groups whose
resources are described as “weak”, for example people who do not speak the
official language, who are newly arrived in the country, or are living under difficult
circumstances or in poor conditions, is particularly difficult. To reach them you need
to communicate in a language that is understandable: ‘easy Swedish’ (14K) and find
alternative ways of contact, other than the mainstream communication channels.
Safety coordinators are aware that there are differences in how elderly and younger
people use the traditional and new digital media:
*XBTMFDUVSJOHGPS130 PSTPNFPUIFSTFOJPSDJUJ[FOPSHBOJ[BUJPO BOE*BTLFEIPX
NBOZIBEBDDFTTUPUIF*OUFSOFU JUXBTmWFPVUPGXIPIBE BOEPGUIPTFVTJOHUIF
*OUFSOFUEBJMZ JUXBTPOFNBZCFUXP"OEXFQVUNVDIPGUIFJOGPSNBUJPOPOXFCTJUFT 
but how do we reach people? (17K).
The same problem, to reach out, exists regardless of the communication channel, and
personal networks continue to be one of the most important ways to communicate:
/…/ it’s still friends or someone you know that you get information from, even if
you’re an immigrant or newcomer, you may get information through somebody
else /…/ and the radio, if someone listens and they know someone living there
(17K)
The safety coordinators mentioned that it might be difficult to know about the informal
networks of organized volunteers: ‘it is difficult to find informal communication
channels to volunteers who might be able to help’ (17K).
Although the opportunities offered by the new digital media are extensive, they are
OPUHFOFSBMMZVTFEJOQBSUJDVMBSUIFFMEFSMZEPOPUVTJOHUIFNUPBOZHSFBUFSFYUFOU 
although this could rapidly change. Digital communication channels are also more
vulnerable than traditional communication channels, because they are dependent on
a well-functioning electricity supply. During natural disasters, for example, when the
power supply is cut off, mobile phones as well as web sites could be affected.
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6.5.2 The perspective of organized volunteers
The interviewed representatives of volunteer organizations mentioned that
traditionally, during stable periods when there are no events or crises, they meet with
the safety coordinator of the municipality a couple of times a year. These personal
meetings create a good relationship, which is a prerequisite for acting quickly and
effectively during a crisis situation: “we meet with the safety manager, several times a
year actually. We have a really good dialogue and, yes, so that we can call him all the
time.” (1F).
*OBDSJTJTTJUVBUJPO UIFDSJTJTBMFSUDPNFTGSPNUIFNVOJDJQBMJUZ XIJDIUIFODBMMTUIF
contact person of a volunteer group. This person then disseminates information
through the volunteer network. This is often a rather loosely connected organization,
which is summoned through a traditional telephone list. Some comments indicated that
these lists are controlled and updated at intervals, in other instances the lists are old,
or no lists at all exist. Personal communication through the network is critical to the
assembly of volunteers:
[a volunteer group is] in most municipalities, and to some extent even here, a
loosely connected thing which is, at best, if communication is working, called
when needed, if people can free up their time, and that can possibly be useful.
(4F)
Traditional crisis information is also disseminated through the radio. One of the
interviewees mentioned that their radio, which does not run on electricity, but can be
hand-cranked, is checked monthly.
Just like the safety coordinators, the volunteers mention that crisis communication with
the public is resource demanding, according to one interviewee, but very important:
*OGPSNBUJPOUPBOEGSPNUIFQVCMJDJTBSFTPVSDFEFNBOEJOHUBTL CVUBMTPVTVBMMZ
mentioned as the most important for successful crisis management, the more you
know about what is happening, the easier it is to act, and if you do not know, if
you have little information, you are heading for speculation and rumours” (2F)
3FDSVJUNFOUUPUIFWPMVOUFFSHSPVQJTBMTPGSFRVFOUMZCBTFEPOQFSTPOBM
communication, often using personal networks: like invitations to ‘soup meetings’,
interaction during markets, and public speeches. Personal meetings are supplemented
by leaflets with information. However, traditional means of communication, such as
brochures and information materials were perceived as difficult to distribute: “we have
really good material, but it doesn’t reach out, nobody takes one and starts reading.”
(7F).
These traditional means of communication were contrasted by the interviewed
volunteers with the new digital communication channels, which provide new
opportunities but also create challenges. The way volunteers and other organizations
work will see change:
…these old ways of working in associations will loosen up more and more, based
on the fact that we communicate in completely different ways nowadays and it’s
easier to get into contact with people, you can text on the mobile phone, and call,
like Missing People has an incredible, built an incredible communication with both
Facebook and mobile text-lists, and works in a very interesting way. (1F)
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The interviewee contrasts the example of the new organization Missing People, which
can easily assemble large groups of people through their new digital communication
channels, with the volunteer organization, which communicates in a more traditional
way:
We were very backwards actually, we had our Excel sheets with phone numbers to
people and were calling everybody /…/ it feels rather outdated now really, so we
should revise our ways of working /…/ and we don’t have a website to speak of,
so, we’re really behind, there is much to be done. (1F)
One of the problems in the modern information society, replete with messages,
advertisements and communications from different actors, is that it can be difficult to
communicate crisis information, even when using the new digital media. As one of the
organized volunteers said:
…it’s difficult today to be visible in society, there’s a terrible buzz, so it’s difficult
to reach out, we have tried through local newspapers and we have a new modern
website and have a lot of information there, but we’re never seen, or, the
management don’t spend money on the best media, that is TV and commercial
radio channels, because the seconds are so expensive. (9F)
Volunteer organizations do not have the resources to buy commercials on radio or TV,
which would reach a large audience.
6.5.3 Semi-organized volunteers
The semi-organized volunteers seem to have made the transition into the new digital
world. All of the interviewed volunteers who are called when there is a crisis, for
example searching for missing people, or rescuing people in the mountains, mentioned
the use of mobile phones. For example, the members of Missing People register their
phone on the organization’s website, and get a text message when there is a crisis
situation:
…and if you have registered on the website for voluntary searches and filled
in your mobile phone number and everything you get a text message when
something happens in your district, and then you choose if you can come, and if
you can’t come you don’t have to worry, so you don’t need to cancel or anything,
because it’s supposed to be as simple as possible to work. (27S)
The management team is in continuous contact with the police, to verify that the
person really is missing, and coordinating the search, in order to not get in the way of
the police investigation. They have a closed Facebook group:
…the management team gets information earlier, and continuously, so Facebook,
they have a group of their own /…/ where they share information about
characteristics, and you attach a photo of the person who is missing, and eh all the
information you can get from the relatives that could be of use during the search.
(29S)
When the person is found, they contact SOS Alarm and the team leader on their mobile
phones. Some of the interviewees mentioned that they take care to instruct members
that they are not allowed to spread information about the search through digital media
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such as Twitter, blogs or Facebook. There had been no problems of that sort, according
to the interviewees. Those who volunteer are very responsible individuals, who take
their task seriously.
*OUFSWJFXFFTXPSLJOHGPSUIFNPVOUBJOSFTDVFUFBN BSFBMTPTFOUBUFYUNFTTBHF
yUIFOZPVHFUB *HPUBOBMBSNUFYUNFTTBHF ZPVIBWFBTZTUFNDBMMFESBQJE
reach, and then you get a text and a synthetic voice telling you what has
happened and then you go there. (30S)
The rescuers have to report how long they estimate it will take to arrive at the meeting
point, and the person who is closest is assigned a leading role:
…we had additional training that was really good, eh, yes, but then you choose
the one who, most often the person who reported in the shortest time and then
you call, they call that person and say that you’re the rescue leader. (31S)
The leader can select the team according to what is judged to be needed for that
particular situation, for example being physically fit, technical skills, and also how
individuals work together as a team:
…we are different and have different skills, sometimes you want someone who’s
really capable of repairing a snow mobile, because you think that it could be, it
could take a long time or be difficult, or another time you need someone in good
physical condition. (31S)
The mountain rescuers are also in close contact with the police, who are responsible
GPSUIJTLJOEPGDSJTJTTJUVBUJPO*GOFFEFE UIFQPMJDFBMTPQSPWJEFTVQQPSUJOUIFGPSNPG
debriefing sessions, particularly when there have been casualties.
Mobile phones may also be used to track the people who are closest, for example when
someone has a heart problem:
…they send the alarm to all resources /…/ in Stockholm you send to the fire
brigade, police, and ambulance, /…/ at the same time an alarm is sent to SMS
lifesavers if there is one, within a distance of five hundred meters. (26S)
*OUIFUFYUNFTTBHFUIBUJTTFOU TQFDJmDJOGPSNBUJPOJTOFFEFEUIFSFJTBMXBZTB
IZQFSMJOLUP(PPHMFNBQT XJUIBOFYBDUSFGFSFODFUPXIFSFUIFIFBSUBUUBDLJT BOE
other information needed, such as the address, the name on the door if it is in an
apartment, and the door code if the door is locked. These mobile phone alarm systems
and routines work very well, according to the semi-organized volunteers. They are easy
to use, and very fast.
6.5.4 Non-organized individuals
The non-organized individuals hardly talked about crisis communication at all during
the interviews. Some had heard about Missing People, and had seen their information
POUIF*OUFSOFU*OBDSJTJTTJUVBUJPO UIFZTFFNUPSFMZPOUIPTFXIPBSFQSPGFTTJPOBMMZ
USBJOFE BOEMJTUFOUPUIFNi*XPVMESFMZPOPUIFSQFPQMFIBWJOHUIPVHIUBCPVU
IPXUPBDUJOBTJUVBUJPOMJLFUIBU CFDBVTF*IBWFOU *KVTUSFMZPOUIPTFFYJTUJOH
SPVUJOFTw " *OUIFBOFNFSHFODZ JUJTQSFGFSBCMFUPIBWFJOGPSNBUJPOUIBUJT
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easily accessible, such as a short list with important points to follow, one interviewee
stated. This was reinforced by two more interviewees who said, “You can never get
too much information on how to prepare, or how to act” (21A), and “the type of help
people needed was knowledge, what to think about, how to act” (23A). The last quote
referred to experience in a real situation when the water supply was contaminated, and
water needed to be boiled.
However, it seems like the non-organized, “ordinary” citizens, are not thinking about
or preparing for crisis situations. They seem rather ignorant of where to search for
information, and are passive in their approach, should a situation arise. The most
common response would be to dial 112 in an emergency situation (23A).

6.6 Individual motivation and involvement
*OEJWJEVBMJOWPMWFNFOUXBTBOFTTFOUJBMUIFNFJOUIFEBUB5IFJOUFSWJFXFFTUBMLFE
about this as well as their own drive to engage in voluntary crisis management, and
also about other people’s involvement. People in general were described as prepared
and interested in contributing, but at the same time difficult to get formally involved
in the traditional organizations for voluntary crisis management. That is, there is a
HSFBUEFTJSFUPCFJOWPMWFEBNPOHQFPQMF CVUUIJTJUJTEJGmDVMUUPPSHBOJ[FGPSNBMMZ*O
the interviews many statements about one’s own and others’ motives for engaging in
voluntary crisis management were made.
The interviewees mostly spoke about involvement based on their experience of the
VTFGVMOFTTPGJOWPMWFNFOU GPSFYBNQMFSFHBSEJOHFEVDBUJPOi*HPUJOWPMWFEUPCF
able to make a contribution, in case there was a need – but hoping there would be no
need – to get some kind of basic education that’s useful.” (6F). Although this example
is related to one individual’s personal involvement, educational aspects were also
central when talking about what motivates others to become involved in voluntary
organizations for crisis management.
*OBEEJUJPOUPUIJTQFSTQFDUJWFCBTFEPOJOUFSFTUJOTQFDJmDLOPXMFEHFBOEUIFMFBSOJOH
of new skills, the intrinsic need of being important for society was also apparent in
UIFJOUFSWJFXT BTIFSFi*UIJOLUIBUFWFSZCPEZTFFLJOHUIJTMPOHTGPSTPNFUIJOH FWFO
myself, though people have a need to be of importance in some kind of context, and
make a difference” (2F).
Finally, social aspects of involvement were found, but social motives were less obvious
in the interviews. An example of a social drive for involvement is found in the next
RVPUBUJPOi:PVNBLFGSJFOET *DBOUXBMLBSPVOEUPXOXJUIPVUTBZJOHIFMMPUPUFO
QFPQMFXIPBSFNPSFPSMFTTJTJOWPMWFEJOUIJT BOE*UIJOLUIBUTGVO BOEUIFZUIJOL
it’s fun.” (9F). Mostly, social motives appeared in the data when the interviewees were
talking about ‘others’. That is, personal involvement was presented as rational in
contrast to how other people described the drive to become involved in voluntary crisis
management.
6.6.1 The perspective of municipal safety coordinators
The safety coordinators tended to perceive people in general as capable, prepared and
helpful:
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*UIJOLUIBUZPVTIPVMEOUVOEFSFTUJNBUFUIFESJWFPGQFPQMF UIFESJWFPGUIF
JOEJWJEVBM*GBOZUIJOHIBQQFOT QFPQMFIBOEMFBMPUPGQSPCMFNTCZUIFNTFMWFT 
NPSFUIBOQFPQMFJOHFOFSBMDBOJNBHJOF*ODBTFPGBDSJTJT UIFZIBOEMFJUUIFZ
gather their groups together in the district. (15K)
Although lay people, organized or not, are considered important in crisis management,
their involvement did not form a main part of the interviews with the safety
coordinators. However, when they talked about involved people, the interviewees
mostly pointed out the need for organized volunteers. While the safety coordinators
argued that volunteers are needed in the event of a crisis, they indicated that handling
a great number of non-organized people is a hard task, as emerged in the following
RVPUBUJPOi*EPUIJOLUIBUXFNJHIUOFFEIFMQGSPNJOWPMWFEQFPQMF *EFmOJUFMZUIJOL
we might, and that you could organize them, somehow, in that case.” (13K).
The need of volunteer involvement channelled through formal organizations was
FNQIBTJ[FEJOTBGFUZDPPSEJOBUPSTUBMLBCPVUDPOUSBDUT*OUIFEBUB GPSNBMDPOUSBDUT
were found to be an important aspect of how volunteer involvement is handled by
civil servants. However, formal contracts are also seen as problematic. One of the safety
coordinators argued that it is possible to sign formal contracts with, for example,
snowmobile clubs – but that that kind of contracts loses its meaning if the municipality
does not have time and resources enough to maintain good relations with the specific
club or organization: “There is always a need for involvement from both sides.” (13K).
6.6.2 The perspective of organized volunteers
Contracts appeared as a central theme among the organized volunteers as well, if
OPUBTDFOUSBMBTJOUIFJOUFSWJFXTXJUIUIFDJWJMTFSWBOUT*OUIFJOUFSWJFXTXJUIUIF
organized volunteers, formal agreements are, on the one hand, seen as a promise, and
on the other, as a constraint. One of those committed to an organization for voluntary
crisis management saw formal contracts as a problem when it comes to involving
people:
*UIJOLZPVDBOGFFMUIJOHTBSFEFNBOEFEPGZPVXIFOSFBEJOHUIJTDPOUSBDU
(…). These demands that you have to fulfil, you should get approval from your
employer for example… (9F).
Contracts are also discussed in the next quotation. However, here the speaker finds the
absence of formal agreements regulating involvement to be important:
You have a will to contribute, but then that you’re not forced to, there aren’t any
contracts controlling where you have to go, or that you have to contribute in an
actual incident, because sometimes it’s not the right thing to do for some reason.
(6F).
*OWPMWFNFOUXBTBOJNQPSUBOUUIFNFJOUIFJOUFSWJFXTXJUIUIFPSHBOJ[FEWPMVOUFFST
They expressed pride in their involvement in volunteer crisis management, and most
specifically in involvement channelled through the organization they are already
involved in themselves. With respect to their own drive to commit to organizations for
voluntary crisis management, several perspectives emerged. The interviewees described
possibilities for education as one important motivational aspect. Through their
involvement in these organizations they acquire knowledge and learn valuable skills.
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'VSUIFSNPSF UIFOFUXPSLXBTTFFOBTJNQPSUBOU*OUIFEBUB JUXBTBSHVFEUIBUUIBU
the variation in the competences of volunteers is an essential reason to remain involved.
The broad array of competence is described in the following quotation, where the
speaker describes who gets involved in the organization: “The competence among
our volunteers is just amazing! From an autistic guy that knows everything about civil
defence, to professors, and surgeons, and…” (2F).
Although “competence” was fundamental in the interviews, social aspects also
emerged. The importance of the network is described mostly as a social function:
i8FUBMLBCPVUXPSLBOEQSJWBUFMJGF UIFOZPVCVZBIPVTFBOETPPO BOE*IBE
no idea about this, but you get a bonus experience that is a side effect of listening
to your friends.” (6F). The social aspects are not limited to the network within the
organization. From a broader perspective, social aspects also seem to be a relevant
aspect of involvement. Being defined as a volunteer in crisis management appeared as
BDFOUSBMUIFNFEFTDSJCJOHQFPQMFTJOWPMWFNFOU*OUIFOFYURVPUBUJPO BOFYBNQMFPG
UIFJNQPSUBODFPGJEFOUJUZJTNBEFDPODSFUFUIJTQFSTPOXPVMEMJLFBQJOUFTUJGZJOHUP
IJTIFSPSHBOJ[BUJPOBMJOWPMWFNFOUi*UXPVMECFOJDFJGUIFSFXBTTPNFLJOEPGy JGZPV
could put some kind of sign on your lapel showing your organizational involvement.”
(4F). However, while involvement was an essential aspect mentioned in the interviews
with the organized volunteers and they spoke about a great number of involved
people, they also described how they struggle when it comes to motivating more
people to become involved in t voluntary work.
6.6.3 The perspective of the semi-organized
*OUIJTHSPVQ UIFFNPUJPOBMBTQFDUTFFNFEUPCFNPSFDFOUSBMUIBOJOUIFPUIFSUXP
groups of lay people, viz. the organized and the non-organized. Here, emotions were
used to describe the motive for becoming involved in organizations such as Missing
People and SMSlifesavers. These people spoke about the feeling of doing good, as in
the following quotation:
But, it’s that you’re helping, that it makes a difference for the person who is
exposed, or whatever you are fighting for, it might be the environment as well,
but that you feel that you’re doing good. (27S).
Furthermore, involvement refers not only to the emotional aspect of doing good, but
also to being important, feeling that your skills are useful: “And then, most of the time
there is no one else who can [do it], and then you feel quite competent.” (30S).
Another perspective on involvement found in the interviews with the semi-organized
JOEJWJEVBMT}DPODFSOTFYQFSJFODF*OUIFEBUB QFSTPOBMFYQFSJFODFTBQQFBSFEUPCFBO
essential part the willingness to become involved in civil crisis management. One of the
interviewees describes why he became interested in crisis management in this example:
Well, the reason is actually that if any one of the members of my family
disappeared, then you would think that everyone in the whole world should go
out and search. Well, one disappeared, one man got lost, who my sister knew, this
was in the spring of 2012. (28S).
With respect to other peoples’ motivation, their experiences were also perceived by the
interviewees as essential drivers of their participation crisis management:
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*GZPVIBWFFYQFSJFODFEBGBNJMZNFNCFSEJTBQQFBSJOH UIFOZPVNJHIUKPJO
Missing People, or if you have a grandparent with cardiac arrest, you might join
SMS lifesavers, you find some kind of emotion, you get a strong sense of meaning
--- (26S).
*OUIFTFFYBNQMFT SBUIFSESBNBUJDFYQFSJFODFTBSFNFOUJPOFEBTBSFBTPOGPSQFSTPOBM
involvement. However, even experiences from everyday life were seen as central in this
group, as in this example:
#FDBVTF*HSFXVQXJUIGPSFTUSZBOEGBSNJOH OBUVSFIBTBMXBZTCFFOB
QMBZHSPVOEGPSNF *UIPVHIUJUXPVMECFJOUFSFTUJOHUPMFBSONPSF y "UUIF
NPNFOU *NJOWPMWFEJOUIFWPMVOUBSZDSJTJTNBOBHFNFOUHSPVQ BOEJOBSFTDVF
HSPVQ *NBMTPJOWPMWFEJO4.4MJGFTBWFST y *UTCFDBVTF*IBWFUIJTCBDLHSPVOE 
UIBU*NHPPEBUTFBSDIJOH 4
Focusing on one’s own safety as a problem regarding volunteer crisis management
conducted by semi-organized individuals was described in various ways in the data..
However, there the willingness to manage the situation remains, but not through your
own actions: “So, to go between in a very threatening situation, between people, that
JTUPHPCFUXFFOPOZPVSPXO.BZCFUIFOUBLFBTUFQCBDLBOEDBMMUIFQPMJDF CVU*
shouldn’t go between by myself.” (20A).
6.6.4 The perspective of the non-organized individual
The difficulties of motivating people to become involved in voluntary crisis
management emerged clearly when the interviews with non-organized individuals
were analysed. As one of the interviewees put it, in answer to a question about possible
SFBTPOTGPSCFDPNJOHJOWPMWFEi*IBWFOUUIPVHIUBCPVUUIBU BDUVBMMZ0GDPVSTF 
it’s valuable that people become involved in that kind of situation, or in that kind of
PSHBOJ[BUJPO CVU XFMM JUJTOUBOZUIJOH*WFUIPVHIUBCPVUw " 'VSUIFSNPSF UIF
SFMFWBODFPGWPMVOUFFSJOWPMWFNFOUJTRVFTUJPOFEiyBUUIFTBNFUJNF *UIJOLUIBUJUT
really wrong when the society puts its trust in organizations that haven’t got people
who get paid, when it doesn’t don’t contribute.” (23A).
However, although the problems regarding involvement were mostly discussed by the
non-organized, motivating aspects were also brought up. As one of the interviewees
QPJOUFEPVU QFPQMFTJOWPMWFNFOUDBOCFSFMBUFEUPUIFJSJOUFSFTUTi*DBOJNBHJOFUIBU
the mountain... What was it called? Moderator: Erm, mountain rescue service. That
there’s an interest in mountain walks as such.” (22A).
Education, one of the main themes in the interviews with the organized volunteers, was
also an important theme, even for the non-organized group. However, in this group the
question of education was more one of a perceived lack of education, knowledge and
skills. As one of the interviewees responded to a question about the extent of personal
SFTQPOTJCJMJUJFTi*UTIBSE CVUTPNFXIFSFZPVIBWFUPESBXUIFMJOF ZPVIBWFOUFWFO
got experience or education regarding different crisis situations.” (19A).
An important aspect regarding the motivational factors for non-organized individuals,
as well as among the semi-organized individuals (above), thus seemed, to be their own
safety. Although both these groups take part in crisis management activities, neither the
employed nor organized voluntary engaged people expressed any worries about their
PXOTBGFUZ3BUIFSUIFPQQPTJUF UIBUoUIBOLTUPUIFJSFEVDBUJPO LOPXMFEHFBOETLJMMT
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– their involvement in crisis management make them feel safer. The quotation below
illustrates how personal safety appeared in the interviews with the non-organized
group:
*GJUXBTEVSJOHUIFOJHIU BOE*XBTCZNZTFMG BOEJUXBTBUISFBUFOJOHTJUVBUJPO
… maybe you shouldn’t make yourself known, but observe the situation from a
hidden place, to decrease the risk for yourself. But if it was during the day and
there were a lot of others there, yes, but even then, you should be standing in a
DSPXE *UIJOL " 
Finally, despite the fact that one’s personal safety was described as central factor in
promoting or hindering involvement in the data , the safety of one’s own and others’
children seemed to be even more important. When asked about what they connected
XJUISJTL POFPGUIFJOUFSWJFXFFTTQPOUBOFPVTMZHBWFUIFGPMMPXJOHBOTXFSi*UIJOL
about my own children, above all.” (22A). This quotation illustrates how crucial an
BTQFDUPGWPMVOUFFSDSJTJTNBOBHFNFOUDIJMESFOBQQFBSFEUPCFi*XPVMETIFMUFSUIF
LJET BOEUIFO*XPVMETUBZCFIJOEUIFDPSOFSPGUIFIPVTFXJUIUIFDIJMESFOw " 
Later on in the interview, the informant continued: “What might happen to my children
JTUIBUJUDPVMECFUSBVNBUJD BOEUIBUTOPUXIBU*XBOU XIJDIJTXIZ*XPVMEQSPCBCMZ
protect them first, and then have another look at the situation.” (21A).
While children’s safety seemed to promote involvement among the interviewees, the
material shows that the non-organized individuals saw themselves as more involved
than other people: as one of the interviewees put it: “There are a lot of self-centred
people out there, without doubt, who would rather stay at home on Saturday evening,
drink wine and have a great dinner.” (21A).

6.7 Generation and age
The last theme differs from the other themes as it concerns an individual characteristic,
namely age. Age emerged as a central theme in the data. When the interviewees,
regardless of whether they were civil servants, volunteers or non-organized individuals,
talked about age, their choice of words often highlighted age from a functionalist
perspective. Young people are emphasized as capable and strong while older people are
described as a generation that no longer has much power or influence. Furthermore,
young people are described as difficult to reach and to involve as volunteers, since
UIFZBSFQFSDFJWFEBTCVTZ XJUIUIFJSGBNJMJFTPSXJUIUIFJSXPSL*OUIFEFTDSJQUJPOTPG
young people’s work and interests, the interviewees talked about technical interests,
PGUFOJOUFSNTPGADPNQVUFSBOEA*5TZTUFNT
6.7.1 The perspective of municipal safety coordinators
When the safety coordinators talked about age, they discussed their need for support
GSPNPMEFSWPMVOUFFSTFWFOJGUIFZXFSFTFFOBTWVMOFSBCMF*UNJHIUFWFOCFBSHVFE
UIBUBHFEPFTOPUNBUUFSNVDI BTPOFPGUIFDJWJMTFSWBOUTDPNNFOUFEi*XBOU
UPLOPXUIBU*IBWFBCPVUUXFOUZQFPQMF GSPNBOZPSHBOJ[BUJPO UIBUDBOHJWFB
hand. Who they actually are, doesn’t matter.” (13K). However, a more common way
of viewing age and generation among the safety coordinators was that volunteer
organizations do a better job when they include people of different ages:
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Despite various professions, there is a variation when it comes to age, and that’s
HSFBUUPP8FIBWFy *UIJOLUIFZPVOHFTUJTBCPVUUXFOUZ BOEUIFPMEFTUPOFJTB
bit over 70, and that’s great! (10K)
*OUIFJOUFSWJFXTXJUIUIFTBGFUZDPPSEJOBUPST DIJMESFO ZPVOHQFPQMFBOEPMEFSQFPQMF
were the groups especially seen as vulnerable and in need of special care. A child
XBTTFFOBTOFFEJOHDPOTUBOUDBSF5IFZDBOHFUMPTUBOEEJTBQQFBSUIFSFGPSFUIFZ
need to be watched, all the time. Young people were described as uncontrollable and
vulnerable in a social manner. The interviewees were worried about parties, sports
and the risk of young people being attacked, especially young women who could be
raped. The safety coordinators also discussed their worries about older people, whom
they think might wander away from sheltered accommodation and get lost or robbed.
*OUIFFWFOUPGBDSJTJT PMEFSQFPQMFXFSFTFFOBTWVMOFSBCMFUPEJTUVSCBODFTJOUIF
infrastructure as they are especially sensitive to cold and dehydration but also to lack of
services, such as daily care.
6.7.2 The perspective of organized volunteers
Vulnerability and age was also a central theme among the organized volunteers. As in
the interviews with the safety coordinators, the volunteers also discussed groups they
GFMUUPCFFTQFDJBMMZWVMOFSBCMF*OUIJTHSPVQ BTBMTPBNPOHUIFDJWJMTFSWBOUT DIJMESFO 
young people and older people were seen as those in most need of care in the event
of a crisis. When asked about the worst possible crises, children were the most often
mentioned group:
The worst feeling is if anything were to happen where children are involved, so
*UIJOLUIBUXPSTUUIJOLBCMFTDFOBSJPTIPVMECFBIVHFBDDJEFOUJOWPMWJOHNBOZ
children or youth, more than anything else. (1F).
Even when talking about their own experiences, situations including children were
often mentioned, as in the following quotation:
*UXBTOUMPOHBHPXIFOUIFCPJMFSTUPQQFEXPSLJOHIFSFBOEJUXBTCFMPX
minus 20 degrees outside and the pipes where broken. When something like that
happens, and there are children in the house, who should have hot soup and that
LJOEPGTUVGG*NFBO TPNFPOFOFFETUPDPNFUPUIFSFTDVFRVJUFRVJDLMZ ' 
Although children were the group that emerged as most valuable in society, the elderly
were the group the volunteers talked about the most in relation to their tasks in crisis
NBOBHFNFOU*OUIFGPMMPXJOHRVPUBUJPOPOFPGUIFWPMVOUFFSTEFTDSJCFTFMEFSMZDBSFJO
the event of a power failure:
Power failure is the worst thing that can happens to a municipality like ours,
because in that case we lose heat, power, the sewage disposal system, district
heating, air conditioning, depending on the season. A lot fail, and most elderly
people here have alarm devices that will breakdown, because they are connected
UPUFMFDPNNVOJDBUJPOT BOE*EPOULOPXJGUIBUXJMMCFXPSLJOHBOZNPSF#VU
UIFZEPCSFBLEPXOXIFOUIFCBUUFSZEJFT5IFO *EPOULOPXJGUIFSFDFJWFSTy4P
then you have to do the rounds to all the elderly people. And also, if it’s cold, the
elderly run the risk of being dehydrated quickly, and so on, being worried and so
forth. Then we need to reinforce the care for the elderly, provide food, and just
HPTFFIPXFWFSZPOFJTEPJOHiBSFZPVTUJMMBMJWF w iXBTJUOPUQPTTJCMFUPDBMM
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someone?” (2F).
Similarly to the safety coordinators, the organized volunteers talked about the elderly
as a group where people disappear: “We had two instances here in our municipality,
where elderly people disappeared from their homes, and both of them where found
deceased a few days later” (7F). Furthermore, the volunteers claim that they could have
made a difference, if anyone had asked them to:
5IJTSFTPVSDFIBTOFWFSCFFOUBLFOJOUPBDDPVOU BOE*UIJOLUIBUJOPOFPGUIFTF
cases it’s really tragic, because this particular person was found just five hundred
NFUFSTBXBZGSPNIPNF BOE*UIJOLUIBUTBCJHGBJMVSF y 5IFSFBSFTPNBOZ
volunteers who could make a crucial difference, so it didn’t have to go so wrong,
like when those who wandered off from the home for the elderly and died when
they weren’t found in time, it makes me really frustrated. (7F).
However, among this interviewee group vulnerability is perceived in relation to ideas
not only about how to take care of the young and the elderly in the event of a crisis,
but also about who is able to make a difference. When the interviewees talk about
voluntary involvement and crisis management they often distinguish between us and
them. This distinction is at its most obvious in the case of older people. When older
people are included in the stories, they often are defined as someone else, somewhere
else, as in this example:
Problems regarding age are seen as a general problem in voluntary work, but in
the interviews this means a general problem in other kinds of organizations, not
JOUIFPSHBOJ[BUJPOXIFSFUIFJOUFSWJFXFFCFMPOHT*UIJOLXFIBWFBTVSQSJTJOHMZ
low mean age, even though everyone isn’t a young person, but even so, our mean
BHFJOUIFPSHBOJ[BUJPOJTTVSQSJTJOHMZMPX*LOPXTFWFSBMNVOJDJQBMJUJFTXIFSFB
lot of them are, basically, pensioners. (7F)
However, despite the preference for young people and young adults in voluntary
PSHBOJ[BUJPOT PMEFSQFPQMFBSFBMTPEFTDSJCFEBTJNQPSUBOU*OUIFQSFTFOUJOUFSWJFXT 
older people are described as people one can trust, and elderly people are appreciated
for their experience, especially if they have had a military career. That is, older men
are especially appreciated by the other volunteers. When talking specifically about the
TUSFOHUITPMEFSXPNFOCSJOHUPUIFPSHBOJTBUJPO POFJOQBSUJDVMBSXBTPGUFODJUFE
the value to the group of their secretarial skills and other services, as in this quotation:
i*EPIBWFTPNFPMEFSMBEJFTXIPUBLFPOUIJTQBSUJDVMBSSPMF JGBOZPOFIBTUPXSJUF
really legibly and slowly, and they are about 80 years old, and that’s an important task.”
(2F). Furthermore, older people are often found as supplements in these voluntary
organizations. The existence of a great number of pensioners meant to the interviewees
that can always be confident that there will be enough people when needed. At the
same time, however, the interviewees were worried about the health status of their
older members.
*OBEEJUJPOUPUIFTFQPQVMBUJPOHSPVQT GBNJMJFTXFSFEJTDVTTFECZUIFPSHBOJ[FE
volunteers. They are considered to play an important role for young people. According
to the interviewees, young people are more likely to prioritize their family, instead of
engaging in voluntary crisis management. However, families were discussed in neutral
terms, as important and highly prioritized. Families were seen as important for young
men as well as for young women, and hence were not a gender-related issue in this
data.
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Even though the organized volunteers were aware of the importance of the family in
the lives of young people, children were perceived as a problem. The interviewees spoke
about how children constitute an obstacle to organized voluntary work because they
need care. Having children means that it is difficult to know if the parents can make it
and be able to carry out voluntary work in a crisis situation. Despite this concern, the
JOUFSWJFXFFTFYQSFTTFEIJHIFYQFDUBUJPOTPGUIFJSNFNCFST*OUIFGPMMPXJOHRVPUBUJPO 
one of the organized volunteers reports how people make a distinction between an
exercise and a real crisis:
Once a semester, or once a year – it depends on when we offer our courses –
XFVTFUIFMBTUMFDUVSFUPQSBDUJDFUIFBMBSNDIBJO3FHBSEMFTTPGXIFUIFSUIF
volunteers are able to come or not, we call them all to get statistics, but also
to identify numbers and such. And everyone answering the phone, is asked the
question: “Will you come if it’s real? Yes or no?” “Would you if it was ‘real’?”
Then we get some really high values. Maybe, not that many actually turn up, but
a great many would have come if it was a real crisis, because then they could have
arranged childcare or left a sick child with a neighbour, or something would have
been arranged. (2F)
Furthermore, children and youngsters are seen as a prioritized group for recruitment.
The volunteers claim that it is important to visit schools to distribute information, that
way young people could be engaged in voluntary crisis management and become
interested in involvement with the specific organization. However, in the interviews the
WPMVOUFFSTEFTDSJCFUIBUUIFZmOEJUEJGmDVMUUPWJTJUTDIPPMTXIFOBTLJOHUPWJTJU UIFZ
are mostly are prevented as mentioned here:
*UUBLFTUPPNVDIUJNFBXBZGSPNSFHVMBSTDIPPMXPSLUIFZIBWFOUHPUUIF
time to let us hold a lecture or two. You are able to – we have tried to visit the
university – and yes, you are able to visit, but first of all, they want to be paid,
and secondly, you have to do it after the last lecture of the day. So, no, there’s no
point, because then you have to offer something really, really interesting. So, it’s
very hard. (8F).
The organized volunteers are also interested in having more young people in their
organizations, but they find them difficult to recruit. When talking about these
problems, they defined young adults as a special group with specific characteristics. For
example, young adults were seen as motivated by computers and other technological
EFWJDFT BOEBTIBWJOHBMPXMFWFMPGDPNNJUNFOUUIFZXFSFQFSDFJWFEUPCFJOUFSFTUFE
in events (compare with how Missing People organize their work), but not interested in
signing contracts or reserving free time for voluntary work. Furthermore, young adults
XFSFSFQPSUFEUPCFCVTZ*OTUFBEPGWPMVOUFFSJOH UIFZXPSL TQFOEUJNFXJUIUIF
family, their computer, or practising sports, or – as one of the interviewees expressed it:
“They work full time, they have children and a house, and things like that, they have no
time left over to spend here.” (9F/1).
As can be seen, the data highlight how age is discussed as an issue of who is desirable
and who is potentially vulnerable as volunteer material. Overall, the interviewees
expressed a clear preference for voluntary organizations whose members spanned
all age groups. The rationale for this point of view is on the one hand based on the
democratic that everyone is equal and everyone has skills and knowledge that are
useful. On the other hand, everyone is needed from a more functionalist point of view:
there will only be enough people in the organization if everyone is included. However,
from both the democratic and a functionalist points of view, the interviewees were
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in favour of the inclusion in voluntary organizations not only of all age groups, but
also other groups in society, for example disabled people and people with a foreign
background, for example asylum seekers, as in these examples:
You can have an organization based only on pensioners, they do have a lot of
advantages, they’re not working, they are often available, also, they have a great
deal of life experience and might have broad competence, while youngsters are
more often busy, they have appointments, they’re raising a family, and so on.
(9F/2).
6.7.3 The perspective of the semi-organized
Age was not often explicitly discussed in the interviews with the semi-organized
individuals. When age was mentioned, it was from a functionalist perspective similar to
that expressed by the organized volunteers:
#VU*UIJOLUIFZPVOHFSPOFTBSFBCJUNPSFLFFOPO BT*TBJECFGPSF ZPVSFBCJU
hot-headed, you’re kind of like ‘come on now, we can make a difference here’, it’s
a bit more Baywatch when you’re 20 than when you’re 50. (31S).
3BUIFSUIBOTQFDJmDBHFT UIFJNQPSUBODFPGTQFDJmDMJGFTUBHFTFNFSHFEJOUIFEBUB
For example, being a parent on the one hand reinforces the willingness to engage in
crisis-prevention activities (28S) while on the other it hinders participation in organized
WPMVOUFFSDSJTJTNBOBHFNFOUi:PVEPJU<CFDPNFJOWPMWFE>XIFOUIFSFJTUJNF8IJDI*
didn’t have when my children were young, not a chance. (…) Later on, when there was
UJNF *GFMUUIBUJUXPVMECFGVOUPCFBCJUBDUJWFBOEEPTPNFUIJOHw 4 )PXFWFS 
even these parental aspects of parenthood were not foregrounded in the interviews.
Personal experiences from one’s youth were also mentioned in the data.
6.7.4 The perspective of the non-organized
The question of age and life stages was highlighted by the non-organized individuals
as well. When asked about the possibilities for formal involvement in any volunteer
organization, the question of age – or rather life stage – emerged as an important
theme. The non-organized people with responsibilities for children, reported finding it
EJGmDVMUUPQSJPSJUJ[FWPMVOUFFSXPSL BTTIPXOJOUIFGPMMPXJOHRVPUBUJPOi3JHIUOPX
it might not be the right time, with three children at home, it’s a bit busy sometimes.”
" 3FTQPOTJCJMJUZGPSPOFTDIJMESFOXBTEFTDSJCFEBTQSFWFOUJOHQBSUJDJQBUJPOJO
WPMVOUFFSXPSLi*GZPVXFSFJOBOPUIFS<MJGFTJUVBUJPO> JUTIZQPUIFUJDBMMZQPTTJCMF 
when the children are grown up, and they aren’t as dependent on you as today...”
(22A).
What we see here is that their perception of the priorities of young adults (that is,
family life)was the most central reason offered the non-organized group by for not
becoming joining a voluntary crisis management organization. Furthermore, the
importance of family life was also manifested in their own crisis management. When it
comes to their own children – and sometimes other children – they take risk-avoidance
actions, as can be seen here:
Well, then you do several small preparations for the kids, such as catches on the
knife drawer, locks on the windows, lattice doors, childproof electric wall sockets,
the list goes on. (20A).
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7. Concluding remarks and suggestions for future research
The aim of this study was to explore the interface between local authorities and
voluntary initiatives where the engaged public might be able to support professional
BDUPST4FWFONBKPSBSFBTXFSFJEFOUJmFE$PMMBCPSBUJPO'PSNBMBOEJOGPSNBM
QSBDUJDFT (FOFSBMBCJMJUZBOETQFDJmDDPNQFUFODF %ZOBNJDTCFUXFFODPMMFDUJWF
efforts and individual self-help, Aspects of education and empowerment, Traditional
DPNNVOJDBUJPOWFSTVTEJHJUBMNFEJB *OEJWJEVBMNPUJWBUJPOBOEJOWPMWFNFOU BOE"HF
BOEHFOFSBUJPO*OUIJTMBTUDIBQUFS TVHHFTUJPOTBSFHJWFOGPSGVSUIFSSFTFBSDIJOFBDIPG
these areas, as along with some concluding remarks.

7.1 Suggestions for future research
Suggestions for further research on collaboration: there is definitely a need for further
organizational studies on the interface between municipals, professionals and the
voluntary public. There is also a need to develop new forms of joint training exercises in
ways that are not experienced on the part of the municipality as burdensome.
Suggestions for further research on formal and informal practices: as was mentioned
earlier, both municipal safety coordinators and members of voluntary organizations
felt that there was need for the voluntary public to be active across a wider spectrum
of societal services. To realize this objective, further investigation would be needed in
UXPBSFBTJOQBSUJDVMBSmSTU POUIFQSFTFOUBOEQPUFOUJBMVTFPG*$5BTBUPPMGPSUIF
recruitment, development and maintenance of the voluntary public, and second, at the
intersection between municipal representatives and the voluntary public. What would
be an appropriate social platform for these actors to optimize their possible interaction?
An additional suggestion for further research regarding collective efforts and individual
self-help is to explore the possibilities and develop new ways of converging and
integrating basic crisis management and self-help in the everyday activities and routines
of people, some of which were mentioned above. This would be valuable because, as
was shown in the literature review (Deliverable 2.2), people tend to become involved
in already existing and available networks rather than entering into or creating new
networks and organizations for the purpose of maintaining societal safety and security.
Due to the importance of preparing for and supporting public empowerment during
crises in order to mitigate the severity of their impact and increase resilience, we
suggest that future research in the field of traditional communication versus digital
media should continue studying the developments in communication technology and
their potential for use in crisis communication by non-organized, semi-organized,
and organized individuals as well as by public authorities and municipalities. Personal
networks are important in crisis communication, and new technology supports personal
DPNNVOJDBUJPOJOUIFTFOFUXPSLT/FXQPTTJCJMJUJFTBSFDSFBUFEUPSFBDIPVUUPBOE
gather together people, as well as disseminate information not only by authorities, but
by individuals themselves. However, previous research on the different resources and
habits of citizens in a heterogeneous society characterized by multi-ethnicity, social
and educational gaps and the ability to use the new communication technology shows
that municipalities are not fully aware of and thus not making optimal use of these
new possibilities. Moreover, new and hitherto unknown challenges may arise that
EFNBOEQSFQBSBUJPO*UJTUIVTBMTPJNQPSUBOUUPDPOUJOVFTUVEZJOHJOEFUBJMUIFSPMFPG
safety coordinators, who prepare for and manage crisis communication in the digital
networked society.
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Suggestions for further research on individual motivation and involvement include
a deeper the understanding of how different organizational forms interact with
volunteer involvement. There is also a need acquire more knowledge about how various
degrees of formalization influence the will of individuals to commit to volunteer crisis
management.
Last, we suggest further research into how it is possible to create involvement across the
generations. The present participants, regardless of whether they were professionals
or lay persons, all agreed on the importance of including people of different ages in
volunteer crisis management. However, current knowledge on who become involved
JOWPMVOUFFSDSJTJTNBOBHFNFOUJTJOTVGmDJFOUUIFSFGPSFXFOFFETUBUJTUJDTPOBTPDJFUBM
level describing volunteer involvement in various groups in society, not least with
respect to age.

7.2 Concluding remarks
From the perspective of safety coordinators and local authorities, some of the obstacles
to the development of relations with voluntary forces found in this study are that (a)
sometimes all conceivable resources are located within the public/municipal emergency
organization, i.e. voluntary forces are perceived as superfluous, and (b) some public/
municipal safety coordinators hesitate because organizing voluntary forces takes too
much time and energy. From the perspective of the voluntary sector, many members
expressed frustration because of poor communication. Local voluntary organizations
need to know what they can do for their community, but the council is often reluctant
UPBTTJHOSFMFWBOUUBTLT*OPSEFSUPSFDFJWFGVOEJOH MPDBMWPMVOUBSZPSHBOJ[BUJPOTBSF
required to hold regular training exercises according to specific scenarios. Most of the
voluntary organizations noted the need to carry out these exercises together with
public/municipal safety coordinators and local emergency management actors, but
reported that such collaborative exercises are practically non-existent.
A major theme that emerged during the majority of the interviews was the gap
between the personal responsibility to protect one’s own life and property, as expressed
in Act (2003:778) above, and the too often unused task-force of engaged and voluntary
DJUJ[FOT5IJTUIFNFDBOCFTVNNBSJ[FECZUIFTMPHBOWPJDFECZBMPDBM73(JOUIF
NJE4XFEFOBSFBi*UJTPOFUIJOHUPNBOBHFZPVSTFMGJOWVMOFSBCMFTJUVBUJPOT CVU
something completely different to also be able to help others” (http://frg.skelleftea.
org).
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Appendix
Schematic outline of in-depth interviews on community approaches involving the public
in crisis management
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3PMFPGJOUFSWJFX

Safety coordinator
Safety coordinator
Member of vol. org.
Safety coordinator
Member of vol. org.
Safety coordinator
Member of vol. org.
Member of vol. org.
.FNCFSPGWPMPSH
4BGFUZDPPSEJOBUPS
4BGFUZDPPSEJOBUPS
4BGFUZDPPSEJOBUPS
Member of vol. org.
Safety coordinator
Member of vol. org.
Member of vol. org.
Member of vol. org.
Safety coordinator
/POPSHBOJ[FE

Semi-organized
/POPSHBOJ[FE

/POPSHBOJ[FE

/POPSHBOJ[FE

Semi-organized
/POPSHBOJ[FE

Semi-organized
Semi-organized
Semi-organized
Semi-organized
4FNJPSHBOJ[FE

4FNJPSHBOJ[FE


4FY 
Male
Female
Male
Male
Male
Male
Female
Male
'FNBMF
.BMF 
.BMF 
.BMF 
Male
Male
Male
Female
Female
Male
'FNBMF
Male
'FNBMF
.BMF 
.BMF 
Female
.BMF 
Female
Female
Male
Male
.BMF 
.BMF 

3FHJPO
Middle
South
South
South
South
South
South
South
/PSUI 
/PSUI 
/PSUI 
/PSUI 
Middle
Middle
Middle
Middle
Middle
Middle
/PSUI 
Middle
.JEEMF
.JEEMF
.JEEMF
Middle
.JEEMF
Middle
Middle
Middle
Middle
/PSUI 
/PSUI 

.JOVUFT
114
66
59
47
55
40
54
68




86
50
60
45
72
75

37



32

49
40
35
36
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